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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The second phase of the Project “Enhancing Democracy in Moldova through Inclusive and
Transparent Elections – EDMITE” has started on August 1, 2020. The overall goal of the Project
is to achieve an enhanced integrity, transparency, and inclusiveness of the electoral process in
Moldova by ensuring a more independent and credible electoral administration on the one hand
and better informed and pro-active citizens on the other hand. According to the Project
Document1, EDMITE II will have an outward-oriented approach, focusing on the electoral process
and on all the relevant actors (CEC, CCET, ministries and government agencies, educational
institutions, civil society, and other stakeholders) through the following outputs.
Output 1 State Automated Information System “Elections” (SAISE) further advancement
Output 2 Civic education and voter information systems strengthened
Output 3 Capacity for effective and coherent oversight and monitoring on political party
financing strengthened
Output 4 Legal and regulatory framework improved to respond to the Election Observation
Missions’ recommendations
Year 2021 was marked by the dissolution of the Parliament by the Presidential Decree as of April
28, due to the failure to appoint a new Government and the organization of the Snap
Parliamentary elections of July 11. In this context, during May-August the Project mobilized its
resources and focused on offering support to the CEC and CCET on organizing inclusive and
transparent Snap Parliamentary elections through technical support for ensuring the adequate
and stable performance of the SAISE, including cyber-security aspects and support in organizing
voter’s information campaign, with the special focus on safety of the voting process in a pandemic
context.
SAISE demonstrated effectiveness and resilience to cyber-attacks on the E-Day. Load and
Stress, and Penetration testing of the SAISE infrastructure have been ensured, as well as IT backup support 24/24 during E-Day for crisis management. Real-time disaggregated data on the voter
turnout was ensured on E-Day and accessed by 420 K users. The elections were assessed as
“well-organized” by OSCE/ODIHR.
The COVID–19 pandemic continued to represent a challenge for democracy around the globe.
Many countries postponed their electoral exercises, while others conducted elections in this
uncertain environment, keeping in mind special sets of provisions not only to guarantee political
rights but also to keep safe the society as a whole. The Snap Parliamentary Elections in Moldova
were no exception and were also held under similar conditions. In such circumstances, likewise
in many other regions, UNDP’s support focused on the electoral and democratic processes
undermined by the health emergency conditions. Thus, UNDP through EDMITE phase II Project
provided support the CEC and the public health authorities in facing the challenges of carrying
out the elections in the COVID-19 pandemic context through the extensive voter information
campaigns based on both printed and audio-visual materials. Information on how to vote safely
in-country and abroad was provided to the voters. The “Vote responsibly! Vote Safely!” campaign
conducted in 2021 meant to ensure safe voting in context of COVID-19 pandemic, engaged over
1 million voters and impacted the safety of the elections. As 2021 Parliamentary Elections post
electoral Survey showed, 92% of respondents felt safe that they would not become infected with
the COVID-19 virus by participating in 2021 early parliamentary elections. According to them, in

1https://www.md.undp.org/content/moldova/en/home/projects/enhancing-democracy-in-moldova-through-inclusive-and-transparent-2.html
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almost all cases practically all the anti-pandemic rules imposed during the exercise of the right to
vote at the polling stations were observed.
The context as described above impacted some of the project’s activities. Thus, several
interventions that have been initially planned for May - August were postponed due to: the
organization of the snap Parliamentary Elections, followed by the appointment of the new
Members of the Parliament, and respectively by the nomination and approval of the new CEC
members in September. In the same period, the EDMITE Project Team componence has also
faced internal reshuffles. Ultimately, all these changes lead to the establishment of new teams of
professionals with valuable experience within the election field that quickly enabled the effective
continuation of the EDMITE Project implementation. Respectively, all the disrupted project
activities have been efficiently resumed since September and have advanced onwards to
December.
Changes in the Donor composition of the Project
On 25 October 2021 a Contribution Arrangement between the United Kingdom and UNDP was
signed for the amount of 161,848 UK£, equivalent to 215,223 USD (at December 2021 exchange
rate) as the contribution for the EDMITE II Project. As the funds reached Project’s account in late
December, no fund allocations have been made in 2021 and the entire amount will be reported
to 2022 Project budget. During November – December 2021, the Project focused on identifying
and contracting consultants and partner organizations for the implementation of activities included
in the Action Plan. The Action Plan was presented to and coordinated with the CEC and CCET
during the project’s bi-weekly meetings. Launched open competitions and direct contracting
processes resulted in ensuring necessary consultancy and expertise for all planned activities and
implementation will be ensured starting with January 2022. The UK funded component includes
the following outputs:
Output 1. Agents of change such as University students, youth and women members of
political parties have their knowledge broadened on democratic and electoral processes
Output 2. The level of knowledge and awareness of the public is enhanced around
democratic and electoral processes by bringing electoral issues on the agenda for ongoing
public discussions and improving the Communication Strategy of the CEC
Output 3. The physical and informational accessibility of the electoral process is enhanced
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PROGRESS REVIEW
The second phase of the Project “Enhancing Democracy in Moldova through Inclusive and
Transparent Elections – EDMITE” starting in August 2020 - will continue to December 2023. The
overall goal of the Project is to achieve an enhanced integrity, transparency and inclusiveness of
the electoral process in Moldova by ensuring a more independent and credible electoral
administration and better informed and pro-active citizens. According to the Project Document2,
EDMITE II will have an outward-oriented approach, focusing on the electoral process and all
relevant actors (CEC, CCET, ministries and government agencies, educational institutions, civil
society, and other stakeholders) through the following outputs:

OUTPUT 1: STATE AUTOMATED INFORMATION SYSTEM “ELECTIONS” ENHANCED
MAIN RESULTS ACHIEVED















2

Technical support through the Project IT Infrastructure Analyst for the configuration and usage
of the SAISE’s network equipment and data interoperability through the MConnect Platform
in close cooperation with the Information Technology & Cyber Security Service.
Running of the SAISE Modules and technical support to the CEC for components such as:
State Register of Voters, Subscription Lists, Ballot Papers Module, Voting Day Module, State
Register of Electoral Officials.
Load and Stress, and Penetration testing of the SAISE infrastructure. Minor issues have been
identified during the verifications, mainly related to cybersecurity aspects.
Adaptation of the cec.md and voteaza.md websites for the E-Day (voter turnout and
preliminary registration applications) and improvement of the cec.md search engine.
Adaptation and running of the diaspora.cec.md application for the E-Day.
Adaptation of the Infographics Module pertaining to broadcast live the disaggregated data
during the E-Day.
IT back-up support 24/24 during the E-Day for crisis management.
Public awareness related to the electoral IT processes and SAISE. In total, five (5) videos
explainers have been developed and distributed through social media:
o 1st explainer: https://bit.ly/3vWhOyV
o 2nd explainer: https://bit.ly/2Ubcr1B
o 3rd explainer: https://bit.ly/3jlW0dI
o 4th explainer: https://bit.ly/3dQSHau
o 5th explainer: https://bit.ly/2UoIzPA
Comprehensive SAISE Audit carried out and Transformation Roadmap developed and
endorsed by the CEC.
Conceptualization of the electoral data warehouse and related business intelligence solutions
initiated and advanced - As IS To Be analysis for the Data Warehouse developed.

https://www.md.undp.org/content/moldova/en/home/projects/enhancing-democracy-in-moldova-through-inclusive-and-transparent-2.html
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The ability to create a positive public opinion and enhance the political resilience of the Central
Electoral Commission lies to a great part in the ability of the institution to demonstrate a high-level
performance in data management and ensuring the accessibility of electoral information.
The objectives under the Output 1 for the reporting period were (a) upgrading the SAISE IT
network infrastructure to meet the technical requirements of the 2021 Parliamentary Elections
and (b) ensuring the adequate and stable performance of the SAISE, including cyber-security
aspects. These objectives have been fully met representing a high-stake milestone for the Project.
In line with the CEC Strategic Development Plan for 2020 – 2023 and the SAISE Development
Roadmap, the Project performed a series of technical interventions to prepare the CEC IT
ecosystem for the Parliamentary Elections 2021.
The Project has provided the CEC with the necessary support in terms of technical expertise and
strategic IT consultancy. A team of national consultants and specialized IT companies – SAISE
Taskforce was established, focusing its efforts on the following concurrent components:
Load and Stress cybersecurity testing of the SAISE and CEC webpage – vital for the
performance of the electoral process during the E-Day. UNDP is providing support to the election
management body in testing the performance of the SAISE Modules and identifying in advance
any potential bottlenecks to be timely addressed since 2015. During June– July 2021, several
tests (functional testing, performance testing, and stress testing) have been conducted by a
specialized IT company to analyze the behavior of the E-Day Application, the CEC official website,
and the “Voter turnout and preliminary results – Infographics” Module and reproduce and simulate
the maximum operating limit expected on servers to identify software and hardware weaknesses.
In this way, the CEC IT Department received critically important details and recommendations for
the high-quality preparation of elections.
SAISE infrastructure preparation and coordination of the data interoperability via
MConnect – technical support through the Project IT Infrastructure Analyst was offered for the
configuration and usage of the SAISE’s network equipment and virtual platforms providing
guidance to the CEC IT Department on the process of data interoperability through the MConnect
Platform in close cooperation with the Information Technology & Cyber Security Service. A
dedicated effort was focused on evaluating the SAISE load and stress/cybersecurity tests and
optimizing the infrastructure, all actions being performed in tight deadlines and exceptionally
difficult environment. During the E-Days, the expert provided 24/24 hours of support, being
actively involved in the process of mitigating the impact of malware cyber-attacks. Compared with
the Presidential Elections in 2020 when an unprecedent number of cyber-attacks have been
encountered, it is important to underline that during the 2021 Parliamentary Elections no
significant cyber-attacks have been encountered. Due to the on time optimization and constant
maintenance of the SAISE system, the IT infrastructure showed sufficient resilience on e-Day.
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Timely update and proper usage of SAISE Modules relevant to the Parliamentary Elections
and respectively New Local Elections across the country – the Project IT Developer(s)
undertook the necessary actions to guide and assist the CEC Departments in the smooth
operation with data and functionalities of the IT Modules such as:
Preliminary Registration – being designed as a public application with continuous and
uninterrupted activity, closer to the deadline for the Parliamentary Elections’. 39,940 voters from
89 countries used the preliminary registration app to register for 2021 snap elections and the total
number of personas registered in the application reached 99,908 persons.
State Register of Voters – contains data about all Moldovan citizens with voting rights. The data
exchange with the State Register of Population is done routinely on a daily basis and generates
automatically electoral lists. However, similarly to previous elections, adjustments related to the
correct assignment of voters to the polling stations was required.
Subscription Lists – analyzes the content of the lists submitted as support for an electoral
candidate. A wide range of electronic filters allowed an in-depth qualitative verification of personal
data (e.g.name, ID numbers, and signatures), reducing human errors to a minimum. It helped the
CEC to decide upon the approval/rejection of an electoral competitor. The following adjustments
have been applied to the module: adjustments specific to the type of referendum or election;
adjusting the verification rules for the introduced data; adjusting the calculation procedures in the
supporter validation process; creating statistical reports.
Ballot Papers – The application is a simple, intuitive and effective tool used by the CEC Election
Management Department to create the final version of the ballot paper ready for printing. It
contains linguistic functionalities (Romanian and Russian) and is able to automatically create
classic forms (one-pager) as well as exceptional forms (brochure in case the list is greater than
30 electoral competitors). It prevents human error and reduces the time and costs for preparing
the electoral documentation. The following adjustments have been applied to increase the
efficiency of the tool: the information in the "Ballot" module is now stored in the permanent
database and historical information can be accessed and statistical reports generated; a
mechanism for determining the number of polling stations at the stage of importing the ballot from
SAISE Admin when the numbering of polling stations is in other types of adjacent polls was
implemented; speed optimization of the ballot generation procedure and creation of the
mechanism for downloading ballots; implementation of the mechanism for closing / opening the
10

constituencies at the subsequent modifications of the polling stations. The experience of the last
elections demonstrated effectiveness of the tool by creating ballot papers by the operators of the
Elections management division with no additional supervision required.
Documentation – allows the CEC to electronically manage and keep records of electoral
documents and materials. In the reporting period, the Module was fully operational and facilitated
the process of forecasting the need for electoral equipment and materials per polling station,
including those related to the anti-COVID-19 measures, issuing documents for receipt-delivery of
goods, and accelerated the electoral arrangements in the existing exceptional health conditions.
Observers - a new application that made it possible to move from the paper-based recording of
observers to electronic recording. After the changes in the process of registration on the
administrative side, the following adjustments have been applied to the Module: enhancing the
search engine for persons registered in the lists of Observers based on name and surname,
unique identification number or by the number of the card issued; generating statistical reports
based on accredited observers from the polling stations: Gender profile, age profile, distribution
according to the monitoring organization, distribution according to the electoral competitor,
distribution by accreditation region; correction of errors in existing functionality.
Election Day – Ensures the electronic registration of voters during the E-Day in polling stations.
By the time the polling station opened for voting, all polling stations were operational from the
technical point of view and provided accurate data on the number of voters on the basic list.
SAISE operators introduce manually the person’s unique ID number and register his/her presence
at voting, thus preventing the falsification of data and multiple voting.
Voter turnout and preliminary results – Infographics Module – gives the possibility for the realtime data visualization of voter turnout (in-country and abroad, by gender and age) and
preliminary election results (by district, in-country, and abroad). The application was publicly
available on the https://pv.cec.md page. The SAISE Taskforce updated the application to the
specifics of the Parliamentary Elections and dedicated 24/24 hours assistance during E-Day to
address any potential bottlenecks and issues with data integrity. The interface has been accessed
by 420,000 users during views the elections day of 2021 Parliamentary elections (234,000 on
cec.md and 186,000 on privesc.eu) and encountered 2,2 mln. views 3.

Figure representing the voting presentence on e-day for the Parliamentary elections 2021

3

https://www.privesc.eu/arhiva/95684/Alegeri-Parlamentare-2021--Prezenta-la-vot
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Figure representing the preliminary results for the Parliamentary elections 2021

Figure representing number of users that verified on CEC webpage the presence at the polling stations – livestream capture

Figure representing the number of users that verified on CEC’s webpage elections’ results – livestream capture
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Figure representing the number of users that accessed the CEC webpage on E-day – CEC reports.

Figure representing the number of users that accessed the CEC webpage on E-day – CEC reports
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During the Parliamentary Elections, appropriate efforts have been made to minimize the impact
of cyber threats. According to the data provided, the professional preparation of the electoral
infrastructure by the CEC and STISC ensured an uninterrupted performance of the web page
and application that managed to be responsive and available.
Production of public awareness materials. Besides offering support for the constant
maintenance of the SAISE modules within the reporting period, the project catalyzed its efforts in
ensuring a subsequent public awareness and education of the voters regarding the electoral IT
processes and SAISE critical role during the elections campaign and within CEC’s daily activities.
In this respect the project produced a total of five (5) videos explainers4 that have been developed
and distributed through social media platforms. The video explainers depict the preparation steps
undertaken by the CEC’s IT division for the E-Day (voter turnout, elections results), electoral lists
and how these are prepared, the presentation of the electoral lists and results in real time, the
preparation process of the ballot paper.
Development of the SAISE Audit and Transformation Roadmap.
A separate milestone is the completion of the audit and update of the SAISE concept and key
observations which resulted in the elaboration of a SAISE updated and detailed ICT
transformation plan. A key priority of the new SAISE concept is its sustainability and technical
readiness for the envisioned modernization and automation of electoral processes. During the
fulfillment of the assignment, the contracted service provider has intensely collaborated for the
assessment phase with the assigned CEC focal points (chaired by the CEC Secretary and
comprised of the Heads of multiple Departments). These has greatly contributed to finalizing the
evaluation of the complex SAISE system and the proper execution of the audit. The concluded
analysis of the results identified: the utilized type of data sets and data architecture, security
aspects of the existing system, and conceptualized the future governance and operational model.
The Results of the Audit consist of a set of recommendations aiming to improve the SAISE
platform (existing modules and functionalities, future integration of other data sets or modules)
and interconnections with other stakeholders that are administering data infrastructure such as
those managed by the: Public Service Agency, E-Governance Agency, Service for Technical
Data and Communication. Among various important aspects to be improved for the alignment of
the SAISE system with the CEC Strategic Plan 2020-20235, the elaborated Transformation
Plan/Roadmap underlines the necessity to focus on the following future changes: 1) Improve the
use of the electronic documents; 2) Automatization of the territorial electoral bodies and
consequentially digitalization of the workflows related to the circulation of electoral materials; 3)
Enabling of services for the contestants (digitalization of the workflow and enable self-services
for submitting documents and checking status); 4) Digitalization of the records keeping on
seats/mandates; 5) Enabling Voter’s personal office (voter’s access to a broad range of
information Ex.info about oneself ); 6) Internet voting; others.

4

Public Awareness Video explainers produced for the Parliamentary elections 2021, YouTube: 1st explainer: https://bit.ly/3vWhOyV ; 2nd explainer:
https://bit.ly/2Ubcr1B ; 3rd explainer: https://bit.ly/3jlW0dI ; 4th explainer: https://bit.ly/3dQSHau ; 5th explainer: https://bit.ly/2UoIzPA
5 CEC Strategic Plan 2020 -2023, CEC website: Plan strategic CEC |
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The presentation of the key results of the audit carried 21/10/2021

The Audit results and the Transformation Roadmap (“To Be” Model) was presented to the CEC
Management in two meetings (October 21, October 28) and were endorsed by the CEC as the
Roadmap for future SAISE update and improvement. As a result of the elaboration of the
Transformation Roadmap (‘’To Be’’ Model), in 2022 the project plans to start updating the system
to the new proposed recommendations and new model based on the CEC priorities.
Ongoing support with the adjustment and maintenance of the SAISE IT infrastructure.
Within the reported period, the Project’s IT expert team (comprised of a Strategic IT Advisor and
IT Developer) continued to offer support in the daily update of the SAISE modules and planning
of upcoming adjustments, including from the perspective of the organized Parliamentary
15

Elections and New Local Elections. The Project offered support to the CEC in the update and
adjustment of the existent SAISE modules through organizing training session for the CEC staff
regarding the new changes, functionalities, and procedures for the following modules: SAISE
Admin; Check your name in the State Register of Voters; Preliminary registration; Electoral
candidates; Subscription lists; Rotation, Observers, etc.
Each training offered participants theoretical lessons in the subject and practical lessons. The
question-and-answer session allowed for the discussion and solution of specific problems from
work experience. The trainings have been organized in mixed formats (small groups of people
physically present and people connected online).
To ensure efficient and transparent organization of November new local elections in 15 localities,
a total of 112 users, of which 60 chairpersons of the polling stations and 52 registered observers
from civic associations and political parties have been trained in partnership with the CCET during
3 training sessions (November 19 – 2 sessions, and December 2) regarding the new changes,
functionalities and procedures for the use of the "Observers" module in local elections and
registration of irregularities on the voting day at the polling stations through notifications.
User’s and Administrator’s Guides for the adjusted / new modules, or functionalities have been
developed and updated: the user Guide for controllers in the use of the applications 'the resolution
of the requests/petitions registered in the day of the new local elections on 21st of November
2021; the user Guide for Observers in the use of the application'' registration of the
requests/petitions in the local elections day on 21st of November 2021
Adjustment of the CEC website (www.cec.md).
The Project offered support, per the CEC request, to eliminate errors at the CEC website
(www.cec.md) generated by the numeration and arrangement within the page, at the upload of
CEC internal decisions, updates and documents and the extracting of the documents from the
website. All errors have been fixed and the good functionality of the CEC website for both internal
and external users has been enabled. The search engine for the website was enhanced by
modifying procedures for search of information to facilitate words search and search of the
information in the Registry of Decisions.
Conceptualization of the Electoral Data Warehouse.
Complementing the audit support, the UNDP Project team contracted an International Expert to
support CEC in conceptualizing an electoral data warehouse and related business intelligence
solutions, which aims to enhance the transparency of the electoral information and provide
disaggregated and layered data for the CEC, mass-media, researchers, and public. Thus, the
assignments’ objective is to define and recommend a database architecture that will fulfill
operational and information requirements needed by the CEC to manage the election process
most effectively.
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Although the activity was contracted in May, it was postponed due to early Parliamentary elections
and change of the CEC componence. To date, the expert carried 6 consultation meetings with
the stakeholders responsible for managing SAISE interconnected infrastructure systems (CEC,
the E-Governance Agency, the Information Technology and Cyber Security Service, Info-Trust
Company, Public Service Agency). By consulting with the CEC and the mentioned stakeholder
public institutions, the expert successfully researched the existing SAISE interoperability with
additional platforms maintained by the Public Service Agency, E-Governance Agency and
Information Technology and Cyber Security Service and produced an intermediary report
regarding the CEC’s inventory of electoral data sets, key performance indicators and statistical
reporting options which has been shared with the CEC for review.
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Screenshot from the consultation meeting with E-GOV Agency carried 10/11/2021

Screenshot from the consultation meeting with CEC IT Division carried 11/11/2021

A final concept containing the As Is /To Be analysis and recommendations, technical specification
for the business intelligence solutions, technical specification for the required equipment,
technical specification for the development of the CEC electoral data warehouse will be finalized
at the end of February 2022.
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OUTPUT 2: CIVIC EDUCATION & VOTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS STRENGTHENED

MAIN RESULTS ACHIEVED













“Vote responsibly! Vote Safely!” information campaign – implemented in partnership with
the CEC, and all related materials disseminated and broadcasted. More than one million
people had access to electoral information and had opportunity to improve their
knowledge through online, audio-visual and printed content;
Two editions of the Gender Analysis based on the disaggregated data on EMB
composition, observers, elected MP’s and voter turnout from the 2020 Presidential
Elections and 2021 Early Parliamentary Elections launched and provided
comprehensive data on gender aspects of elections;
Two post-electoral surveys were conducted and published: after 2020 Presidential
Elections and after 2021 Early Parliamentary Elections;
Civic education and information bus-campaign “Arci’s Journey to Elections”– designed
and conducted in 260 schools from 228 localities in partnership with the CCET. 31,800
children and 260 teachers have been informed about electoral processes during a
pandemic in an easy-to-see and easy-to-read manner.
4 grants implemented within the Small Grants Programme “Democracy 2021” reached
a total number of 13,530 direct beneficiaries and over 1 mln. indirect beneficiaries as
the reach of the produced materials in social media.
1,773 direct beneficiaries, including teachers, librarians, youngsters were capacitated
through the awareness and training activities implemented in close partnership with the
CCET, including through the HACT Modality.
A Policy Paper “How social media fuels echo chambering phenomenon in Moldova and
how to address it?” developed and published and the Study “Electoral Education – a
Basic Citizenship Attribute in a Culture of Participatory and Representative Democracy”
developed, to be published in 2022

Due to the coronavirus, most of civic education and information efforts were conducted online,
being focused on producing and disseminating audio-visual and printed content. The objectives
under the Output 2 for the reporting period were a) to conceptualize and carry out a dedicated
awareness campaign on safe-voting procedures in light of the Parliamentary Elections; and b) to
continue the civic education programs piloted and implemented in the first phase of the Project.
“Vote Responsibly! Vote Safely!” Voter Information Campaign

Similar to the 2020 Presidential Elections, the Project supported the CEC to inform voters about
the anti-COVID measures during electoral campaign and on E-day through online, audio, visual
and printed content.



2,500 A1 Informative Posters for all polling stations in country and abroad on rules and safety
measures to be considered during the E-Day. The posters were distributed with the CEC
support and were displayed during June-July 2021. Target group – general population.
2,500 A2 Informative Posters “The Elephant is wearing the mask correctly” for all polling
stations in country and abroad. The posters were distributed with the CEC support and were
displayed during June-July 2021. Target group – general population.
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150 A2 Informative Posters “The Elephant votes from abroad” – distributed in all 150 polling
stations opened outside the country, targeting citizens living and voting abroad.

The printed materials have been placed at the entrance of each polling station and have been
seen/observed by over 1 million people (electoral officials, observers, voters).



One (1) Videographic explainer about the voting process in a safe manner – distributed online
and on TV channels, targeting general population.



One (1) animated video spot “The Elephant votes during a pandemic” distributed on-line.

A partnership with Diez Media was established. During June-July 2021, a total of 37 journalistic
materials as part of the Online awareness campaign “Vote responsibly! Vote safely” were
published on diez.md, on Diez Facebook.com account and on Diez TikTok account (Annex 4):
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Distribution
channel
Diez. md Website
Diez. md Facebook
Diez. md TikTok

Purpose
Online awareness campaign “Vote
responsibly! Vote safely” during JuneJuly 2021

No. of
materials

Total
views

11

11,262

16

33,011

10

8,763

Total
37
53,036
Overall, 475,000 people accessed the information about anti-COVID-19 measures during
electoral campaign and E-day through online, audio, visual and printed content. According to the
post-electoral survey, 96% of respondents are satisfied with the way the voting process was
managed on the day of Parliamentary Elections held during the COVID-19 pandemic. 92% of
respondents claim they felt safe in terms of not being at-risk of contracting Coronavirus if they
participated in elections. As compared to the 2020 Presidential elections, there was a 15%increase in the share of voters who felt safe. According to the respondents, all anti-pandemic
rules imposed on the E-Day were observed in almost all cases, except for the use of a personal
pen.
Gender Analysis – 2020 Presidential Elections & 2021 Parliamentary Elections

In 2021, two editions of the Gender Analysis based on the disaggregated data on EMB
composition, observers, elected MP’s and voter turnout from the 2020 Presidential Elections and
2021 Early Parliamentary Elections were launched and provided comprehensive data on gender
aspects of elections:
10 February 2021 - Gender Analysis of the 2020 Presidential Elections. The event was shared on
Facebook and Privesc.eu.
The main finding of the Gender Analysis of the 2020 Presidential Election was that more and
more women are voting and holding leadership positions in electoral bodies. Thus, in the first
round of election, 53.42% of those who went to the polls (1,364,597 voters) were women, and in
the second round 53.8% (1,650,131 voters) were women. The number of women in the
presidency of constituencies has also increased: 47% compared to 31% in 2016.
Public launch of the Gender Analysis of the 2020 Presidential Elections

15 September 2021, during the “Democracy in elections after 30 years” event – Gender Analysis
of the 2021 Early Parliamentary Elections. The event was shared on Facebook and Privesc.eu.
The Gender Analysis of 2021 Parliamentary Elections showed, a record for the number of women
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elected as MPs and those included in the 2021 parliamentary candidate lists was achieved. 40
women were elected as deputies after the parliamentary elections of July 11, 2021. For
comparison, in the first Parliament of the Republic of Moldova (1990-1994) women constituted
3.7%, and in the Parliament elected by ballot from July 2021 - 39.6%. Another record was that of
women included in the lists of candidates - 837 women or 46.73% of the total number of
candidates nominated by the 23 electoral contestants registered by the CEC. Four political parties
registered in the electoral race had women first on the lists. Also, on the first 5 places in the lists
of candidates of the electoral contestants, almost 28% were women.
Public launch of the Gender Analysis of the 2021 Parliamentary Elections

The launching events have been organized in hybrid format (online and offline) and reached
22,000 views.
Post-electoral surveys - 2020 Presidential Elections & 2021 Parliamentary Elections

Two post-electoral surveys were conducted and published: after 2020 Presidential Elections and
after 2021 Early Parliamentary Elections. The data has been compared with the results of the
survey of the general population for Parliamentary Elections held on 24th of February 2019 and
with the survey for General Local Elections held on 20th of October 2019.
Opinion Poll conducted after the 2020 Presidential Elections published in Romanian and English
versions showed a positive trend related to the trust in elections and transparency of the electoral
process. Thus, the majority of respondents who voted during elections, have been satisfied with
how the electoral process was organized and 33% of respondents expressed their willingness to
get involved in the electoral process mainly as observers, volunteers, and polling officials.
Moreover, 88% of respondents (with 8% more, compared to the previous study) claimed that
civic/electoral education is essential, while 84% (with 13% more as compared to the previous
study) were confident that it may contribute to a greater engagement of citizens in elections.
The study was conducted on the basis of a nationally representative sample, covering both rural
and urban areas. The target-groups included the population with voting rights above 18 years,
residing in 480 localities. 74% of questionnaires were in Romanian and 26% in Russian. The
margin of error is ± 2.5%.
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Social-media campaign on raising awareness about the main findings of the study, during March – April 2021

Opinion Poll conducted after the 2021 Early Parliamentary Elections (published in Romanian and
English versions) demonstrated that the majority (over 90%) of those who voted were satisfied
with all the matters related to the electoral process management. As many as 35% of respondents
(2% more relative to the previous Survey) would like to get involved in the electoral process as
observers, volunteers and electoral officials. 73% of respondents are confident that voters’
education may enhance citizens’ activism during elections. Concurrently, the absolute majority of
voters (96%) strongly believe that the participation of each and every citizen in elections is of
paramount importance. However, only 65% of respondents acknowledge they participate in
elections all the times.
The survey also showed that 92% of respondents felt safe that they would not become infected
with the COVID-19 virus by participating in 2021 early parliamentary elections. According to them,
in almost all cases practically all the anti-pandemic rules imposed during the exercise of the right
to vote at the polling stations were observed. As compared to the 2020 Presidential elections,
there was a 15%-increase in the share of voters who felt safe. This trend demonstrated the
effectiveness of the “Vote responsibly! Vote safely!” voter information campaign.
The research was conducted on the basis of a nationally representative sample, covering both
rural and urban areas. The target group included the population with the right to vote aged 18
years and over, residing in 314 localities across the country. 70% of questionnaires were
developed in Romanian, and 30% in Russian. The sampling error is ± 2.6%.
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Social-media campaign on raising awareness about the main findings of the study, during January 2022

Mobile bus campaign “Arci’s journey to elections” (2nd and 3rd edition)

EDMITE Project started the 2021 year with the second mobile bus campaign dedicated to
children, parents, and teachers – “Arci’s journey to elections”. The mobile bus campaign was
launched on 4th of February 2021 for the Global Elections Day in partnership with the CCET. The
campaign has been organised in the period February – April in 130 schools from 114 localities.
Overall, around 15,800 girls and boys, and 130 teachers have been engaged in the carried
information sessions based on electoral education materials distributed in the schools less
exposed to information.
For this campaign, the fourth edition of the electoral comics with Arci hedgehog has been
produced. The purpose of the edition was to explain in a simple and user-friendly manner the
accessibility of the electoral process and the barriers which people with different types of
disabilities face during the election and voting processes. The children also found out about the
Braille alphabet and sign language used during the elections. To address the needs of linguistic
minorities, all editions of the electoral comics have been made available online in several
languages (Romanian, Russian, Ukrainian, Gagauz and English) Moreover, in partnership with
the Infonet Alliance, the Project team produced the Braille version of all four editions of the
electoral comics and prepared 50 book versions for distribution in 36 territorial organizations of
the Association of Blind People in Moldova. In parallel, “Arci’s journey to elections” editions have
been produced in audio versions. Four audio episodes were published on Facebook,
Youtube.com and distributed through specialized Radio to visually impaired children. (ANNEX 2)
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Brochure “Arci’s journey to elections” in Braille alphabet

Audio episodes “Arci’s journey to elections”

The 3rd edition of the mobile bus campaign "Arci's journey to elections" was launched on 10
November. During November – December 2021, the CCET team reached 130 schools from 12
districts of Moldova. Per Overall, around 16,000 girls and boys, and 130 teachers have been
engaged in the carried information sessions based on electoral education materials distributed in
the schools less exposed to information.
The 5th edition of the electoral comics was produced to tell children about the School Student
Councils. A Council is elected by all school students, and their vote is the first democratic exercise,
which is almost similar to the national electoral process. In order to familiarize the children and
make them curios about elections and how a Student Council works, the Centre for Continuous
Electoral Training (CCET) has chosen this theme for the comics’ new edition published in five
languages (Romanian, Russian, Ukrainian, Gagauz and English).
Table 1. Localities and schools visited during the 2nd and 3rd mobile-bus campaign
No. of
localitie
s

Nr.

District / region

1.

Straseni

9

2.

Falesti

11

3.

Basarabeasca

7

4.

Hincesti

8

5.

Taraclia

9

6.

Orhei

10

7.

Nisporeni

8

8.

Glodeni

9

Localities
Zubresti, Recea, Sireti, Roscani, Bucovat, Tataresti,
Panasesti, Cojusna, Straseni
Sarata Veche, Ciolacu Vechi, Ciolacu Nou, Egorovca,
Ilenuta, Pinzareni, Marandeni, Hiliuti, Pirlita, Rautel,
Falesti
Basarabeasca, Iserlia, Abaclia, Iordanovca, Carabetovca,
Sadaclia, Bascalia
Fundul Galbenei, Lapusna, Negrea, Balciana, Carpineni,
Horjesti, Mingir, Voinescu
Taraclia, Tvardita, Valea Perjei, Corten, Ciumai,
Cairaclia, Novosiolovca, Albota de Jos, Albota de Sus
Berezlogi, Bulaiesti, Viscauti, Piatra, Jora de Sus, Jora
de Jos, Mirzesti, Susleni, Stepsoci, Mitoc
Nisporeni, Cioresti, Vulcanesti, Ciutesti, Seliste,
Papuceni, Varzaresti, Sendreni
Glodeni, Balatina, Cuhnesti, Ciuciulea, Limbenii Vechi,
Hijdieni, Petrunea, Ustia, Dusmani

No. of
schools

No. of
children

10

2,310

11

1,320

10

960

10

1,115

12

1,435

10

745

10

1,155

10

1,225
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9.

Floresti

9

10.

Soldanesti

9

11.

Stefan Voda
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12.

Chisinau

1

13.

Cantemir

10

14.

Telenesti

10

15.

Causeni

8

16.

Cahul

10

17.

Calarasi

9

18.

Singerei

9

19.

Dubasari

12

20.

Drochia

5

Floresti, Prajila, Marculesti, Bahrinesti, Gura Camencii,
Prodanesti, Cuhurestii de Jos, Cuhurestii de Sus,
Cosemila
Soldanesti, Oliscani, Samascani, Dobruja, Chipesca,
Raspopeni, Gauzeni, Cotiujenii Mari, Pohoarna
Ștefan Vodă, Marianca de Jos, Talmaza, Olanesti,
Volintiri, Crocmaz, Slobozia, Ermoclia, Cioburciu,
Antonesti, Carahasani, Copceac, Caplani, Festelita,
Rascaieti, Rascaietii Noi, Popeasca, Brezoaia,
Semionovca, Palanca, Purcari, Tudora, Stefanesti,
Viisoara
Chisinau
Cantemir, Cania, Porumbesti, Tiganca, Gotesti, Enichioi,
Ciobalaccia, Tartaul, Hanaseni, Stoianovca
Mindresti, Ciulucani, Banesti, Telenesti, Tintareni,
Negureni, Inesti, Saratenii Vechi, Verejeni, Ratus
Causeni, Baccialia, Zaim, Opaci, Salcuta, Taraclia,
Baimaclia, Ciuflesti
Doina, Chircani, Badicul Moldovenesc, Larga Noua,
Cucoara, Baurci Moldovei, Zirnesti, Andrusul de Jos,
Andrusul de Sus, Rosu
Calarasi, Sipoteni, Bahmut, Pitusca, Valcinet, Saseni,
Bravicea, Tibirica, Raciula
Singerei, Prepelita, Grigorauca, Bilicenii Vechi, Bilicenii
Noi, Mindrestii Noi, Marinesti, Singereii Noi, Biruinta
Oxentea, Molovata, Roghi, Cosnita, Pirita, Cocieri,
Corjova, Ustia, Molovata Noua, Dorotcaia, Holercani,
Dubasari
Drochia, Pelinia, Sofia, Tarigrad, Suri

21.

Briceni

10

22.

Anenii Noi

11

23.

Rezina

9

24.

Leova

10

Briceni, Tetcani, Berlinti, Bogdanesti, Halahora de Sus,
Lipcani, Sireuti, Medveja, Beleavinti, Marcauti
Bulboaca, Cobusca Veche, Chetrosu, Geamana
Roscani, Speia, Serpeni, Telita, Anenii Noi, Mereni,
Hirbovăt
Rezina, Cuzauca, Ignatei, Echimauti, Ciniseuti, Mateuti,
Peciste, Pripiceni-Razesi, Papauti
Leova, Filipeni, Sarata-Noua, Cazangic, Cneazevca,
Cupcui, Hanasenii Noi, Sirma, Sarateni, Vozneseni

25.

Orhei

1

Pelivan

Total

228

10

1,425

10

1,115
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2,595

1

400

10

925

10

1,250

11

1,750

11

775

10

1,700

11

1,570

13

1,510

10

1,515

11

825

11

1,550

10

1,355

11

1,125

1

150

260

31,800

During 2nd and 3rd mobile bus campaign “Arci’s journey to elections” the following materials were
distributed:
 9,000 copies of the 3rd edition of electoral comics (Romanian)
 1,000 copies of the 3rd edition of electoral comics (Russian)
 16,200 copies of the 4th edition of electoral comics (Romanian)
 1,600 copies of the 4th edition of electoral comics (Russian)
 14,100 copies of the 5th edition of electoral comics (Romanian)
 1,900 copies of the 5th edition of electoral comics (Russian)
 500 copies of the “ABC Electoral” brochure
 2,200 board games “Arci's journey to elections”
 5,000 copies of the "Democracy can be learned" brochure
 400 Constitutions of the Republic of Moldova for children
 600 Constitutions of the Republic of Moldova
 260 toys of the hedgehog Arci
During all three mobile bus campaign "Arci's Journey to Elections", CCET with the project
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support reached more than 47,000 students from the I-IV grades who received electoral
education materials.
Mobile bus campaign, second and third edition “Arci’s journey to elections”

Small Grants Programme “Democracy 2021”

As a result of the Call for Proposals SGP - “Democracy – 2021” and evaluation of 36 submitted
applications, on 27th of April, the Project Steering Committee approved the list of 4 (four) NGOs
(grantees) to conduct civic education and voter information programs: Lautar, Centrul de
Resurse pentru Educatie Ecologica si Dezvoltare Durabila (CREEDD), Motivatie, Proiectul
Media “Cu Sens”.
No

Organization

Proposed activities

1.

Lautar

7 open-air cultural events to be organized in major district centers, combining
music performance (with the participation of pop artists), stand-up sketches
(comedy) and educational sessions.
7 election simulation sessions embedded in the agenda / format of the cultural
events.

2.

Motivatie

1 civic education and voter information campaign for people with disabilities
residing in the Soldanesti and Leova districts (including door-to-door activities).
2 flash-mob focused on the inclusiveness of the electoral process.
Follow-up debriefings with the participation of LPA representatives from the
Soldanesti and Leova districts.
Discussions with the LPA representatives on the budgetary allocation required
for ensuring the accessibility of polling stations.
4 election simulation sessions conducted with the participation of the people with
disabilities and local community members.
1 mass-media campaign focused on promoting the project objective, activities, and
results.

3.

Centrul de
Resurse pentru
Educatie
Ecologica si
Dezvoltare
Durabila

16 election sessions for the appointment of members of the Municipal Council of
Pupils (Balti municipality).
5 training sessions for the capacity building of the members of the Municipal
Council of Pupils, ranging from institutional management to youth engagement.
8 regular meetings of the Municipal Council of Pupils.
1 information campaign organized in 16 educational institutions, focused on the
debate competition on electoral topics.
1 Municipal Debate Competition on electoral topics, with the participation of 32
teams (amounting to a total of 46 debate sessions).
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4.

Media project
“Cu Sens”

3 explanatory video reports on electoral and civic engagement topics:


preliminary registration of Moldovan citizens residing abroad.



usage of the CEC website for finding information about the electoral
competitors.

 options for alternative voting.
2 informational video reports on electoral and civic engagement topics:


how to find and to understand the financial reports of electoral competitors.

 data accuracy of the State Register of Voters.
1 election simulation session conducted with the participation of mass-media
representatives.

“Lautar” Association – achieved results
“Lautar” Association organized all 7 open-air cultural events (“Da-i la vot”) in Telenesti, Falesti,
Drochia, Soldanesti, Soroca, Leova and Riscani, combining music performance (with the
participation of Pasha Parfeni and Comedy Zebra Show) and educational sessions through 7
election simulation sessions and two special guests: Valentina Ursu, Radio Free Europe/Radio
Liberty journalist and Igor Botan, ADEPT executive director.
Through its activities, “Lautar” reached a number of 3,669 direct beneficiaries and an estimated
number of 184,139 indirect beneficiaries.
Locality

Participants

Date

Link

Telenesti

334

1 June

https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/posts/4007705085965936

Falești

451

4 June

https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/posts/4018844391518672

Drochia

531

6 June

https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/posts/4041896029213508

Soldanesti

463

10 June

https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/posts/4038838149519296

Soroca

1108

12 June

https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/posts/4064522850284159

Leova

496

13 June

https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/posts/4052932778109833

Riscani

286

17 June

https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/posts/4061564300580014

Engaging artists and influencers and integrating electoral information and education messages
into less formal and entertaining format, such as sketches and concerts, proved to be a real
success in ensuring a wide outreach and impact, especially among young persons. According to
an evaluation poll of the "Da-i la vot" concerts, 96% of the respondents highly appreciated the
event organization. 95% shared their impressions of the concert with others, especially family
members (89%) and friends (86%), and each third participant also discussed with relatives
abroad. 86% really appreciated the practical part of the event: voting / simulation exercise on Eday. 94% directly or indirectly retained the main message of the event, that of mobilizing voters
in the exercise of the right to vote in general and, in particular, in the Early Parliamentary Elections
of 11 July 2021. And 39% said that the event motivated them very much or to a large extent to
participate in elections, especially for adolescents (79%).
The study was conducted on the basis of a representative sample for the target group, covering
all 7 cities where concerts were organized. The target group was represented by the participants
in the event. A total of 346 respondents were interviewed by telephone out of 918 registered
participants. The margin of error for this sample size is ± 5.5%. The data were collected between
16-27 July 2021.
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Open-air cultural events “Da-i la vot”

“MOTIVATIE” Association – achieved results
The “MOTIVATIE” Association implemented its activities during May – November 2021. As the
result, 34 persons with disabilities (26 w/8m) from 2 districts (Soldanesti and Leova) were
trained and increased their knowledge and skills regarding the electoral process and the
importance of engagement in the decision-making process. Capacitated beneficiaries contacted
and informed other 230 persons with disabilities. Also, a door-to door campaign was organized
and 6,165 persons with disabilities and members of their families from Soldanesti, Leova
were informed about the importance of engaging people with disabilities in the decision-making
process, through their participation in the elections and the continuous information process.
Overall, Motivatie has reported the total number of at least 9,560 direct beneficiaries reached
by the Project activities, including persons with disabilities and members of their families, dwellers
of those two districts approached by the organization’s volunteers, social workers, LPA
representatives and people who saw the materials produced and disseminated during by the
project.
Activity

Date

Link

2 flash-mobs focused on the inclusiveness of the electoral
process (Soldanesti, Leova)

28th of

https://bit.ly/3hiX0xI

June
1st of July
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4 election simulation sessions conducted with the
participation of the people with disabilities and local community
members (Soldanesti, Leova)

22nd of
June
25th of
June

https://bit.ly/3jSb2YK
https://bit.ly/3jRqaps

1 civic education and voter information campaign for people
with disabilities residing in the Soldanesti and Leova districts
(including door-to-door activities).

July September

https://bit.ly/3mt4OiO
https://bit.ly/3jT6UqC

1 mass-media campaign focused on promoting the project
objective, activities, and results.

July September

https://bit.ly/3buJsvj
https://bit.ly/3CwwQQj
https://bit.ly/3nIIC3B

Follow-up debriefings with the participation of LPA
representatives from the Soldanesti and Leova districts.
Discussions with the LPA representatives on the budgetary
allocation required for ensuring the accessibility of polling
stations.

September
- October

https://bit.ly/3tEff7r

1 survey among people with disabilities from Soldanesti and
Leova about electoral procedures on 2021 Early Parliamentary
Elections (additional to the initial activities)

September
November

https://bit.ly/3GA6ApT

According to the survey applied on the entire territory of Soldanesti and Leova districts by
“MOTIVATIE” team, 59% of the 804 respondents stated they participated in elections at the polling
stations and did not request a mobile ballot box. To stress that 45.6% of 804 respondents were
constantly requesting a mobile ballot box until this year. Asked what challenges they faced in
achieving the right to vote in the Early Parliamentary Elections of 11 July 2021, most of those
surveyed mentioned the inaccessible road and lack of information.
An important result of the “MOTIVATIE” activities in Leova and Soldanesti is the long partnership
established with the local public administration. At the end of the grant implementation, the district
departments of social assistance came with the initiative to sign a memorandum of cooperation.
In this way, the regional officials will continue the partnership with “MOTIVATION” and will be
guided in ensuring equal access to public institutions.
“MOTIVATIE” activities in Soldanesti and Leova
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CREEDD Association – achieved results
One of the main results of the grant implementation by CREEDD NGO is the establishment of the
Municipal Council of Students in Balti. 16 schools from Balti municipality delegated their
representatives. Elections were held in 16 educational institutions according to the national model
of elections and attended by 277 (200 girls/77 boys) students. The students have learned to
exercise their vote correctly and responsibly, and they are now able to vote in an informed manner
in the national elections when they turn 18.
Also, CREEDD organized a Municipal Debate Competition on electoral topics, with the
participation of 32 teams (amounting to a total of 46 debate sessions). To note that mainly due to
the COVID19 pandemic restrictions not all activities envisaged under the grant contract could be
implemented by the end of 2021. The contract was extended and the final debates round will be
organized in January 2022.
Activity

Date

Link

16 election sessions for the appointment of
members of the Municipal Council of Students (Balti
municipality).

May-June

https://bit.ly/3tGRhYS
https://bit.ly/3IeBiVY

5 training sessions for the capacity building of the
members of the Municipal Council of Pupils, ranging
from institutional management to youth engagement.

October-November

https://bit.ly/33nxLpC

8 regular meetings of the Municipal Council of
Pupils.

November 2021 January 2022

https://bit.ly/328zLla
https://bit.ly/3fy23IJ
https://bit.ly/34YojJW

1 information campaign organized in 16
educational institutions, focused on the debate
competition on electoral topics.

November 2021

https://bit.ly/3tyeXi5
https://bit.ly/3Kb2TJA

1 Municipal Debate Competition on electoral
topics, with the participation of 32 teams (amounting
to a total of 46 debate sessions).

November 2021 January 2022

https://bit.ly/3nwpab4
https://bit.ly/3GwtCy2
https://bit.ly/3qBgP8a
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CREEDD activities in Balti / The new Municipal Council of Students

Media project “CU SENS” – achieved results

Five journalistic materials elaborated by CU SENS (3 explainers and 2 investigations) reached
over 980,000 people in social media. This impact has been almost four times higher than originally
planned.
Also, the explainer of the pre-registration procedure was conceptualized as a video guide for
citizens who usually vote abroad and want to pre-register. Therefore, this material has significantly
contributed to the increase in the number of those who registered in advance for the 2021
Parliamentary Elections. This is also confirmed by the impact that this material has had on CU
SENS distribution channels. For example, on Facebook, the material reached over 68 K views. It
should be mentioned that the CU SENS materials were viewed by the diaspora from 9 countries:
Italy, Germany, Great Britain, France, Romania, Ireland, Russian Federation, Israel, Spain,
Belgium, USA.
Activity

Link

3 explanatory video reports on electoral and civic engagement topics:

https://bit.ly/3GIe6zq
https://bit.ly/3FBr7cD
https://bit.ly/3Id4ehq



preliminary registration of Moldovan citizens residing abroad



usage of the CEC website for finding information about the electoral
competitors



options for alternative voting.
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2 informational video reports on electoral and civic engagement topics:


how to find and to understand the financial reports of electoral
competitors.



data accuracy of the State Register of Voters.

1 election simulation session conducted on 3rd July with the participation of
mass-media representatives (around 30 journalists)

https://bit.ly/3qBleYM
https://bit.ly/3GEmL5C

https://bit.ly/3BwTQNN

The offline event "11 Tips for 11 July. Coaching for journalists" was organized before the Snap
Parliamentary Elections and was attended by 24 journalists from Moldova (18 women / 6 men),
who were trained in informing about electoral topics and the specifics of communication on Eday. The event was attended by a total of 47 people, including representatives of the CEC, CCET,
UNDP and a Council of Europe expert.
The offline event "11 Tips for 11 July. Coaching for journalists"

CCET HACT activity and CCET activities implemented in close partnership with the EDMITE
Project

At the Steering Committee Meeting of April 2021, the Committee members approved the Activity
Plan for 2021 to be implemented by CCET through the HACT modality. During May – December
2021, CCET organized and achieved:
 Activity 1: Civic education for Teachers
In the period 15 September - 29 October 2021, CCET conducted trainings for teachers of
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education for society from 16 districts of the country. The training with the generic "Elections from
A to Z" was conducted in a mixed format, as follows:
1. Completion of the course independently on the CCET e-learning platform (27 September - 15
October)
2. Participation on online trainings, conducted on the Zoom platform (27 - 29 October)
As the result, the teachers were capacitated in conducting electoral education classes and
endowed with a set of electoral education activities that can be used in education for society
lessons for schools’ students. 166 teachers passed the e-learning course, and 348 people from
16 districts participated in the online training.
Nr.

District / Region

Zoom participants

E-learning participants

1.
2.

Anenii Noi
Briceni

30
22

18
4

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Basarabeasca
Cantemir
Causeni
Calarasi
Cimislia
Criuleni
Donduseni
Falesti
Glodeni
Hincesti
Straseni
Soldanesti

16
27
28
16
21
24
24
23
22
14
25
18

4
18
5
2
11
15
16
20
9
6
14
4

15.

Stefan Voda

29

19

16.

Telenesti

9
348

1
166

TOTAL
The online teachers’ trainings conducted on the Zoom platform

The EDMITE project sustained CCET in preparing and delivering to the participants teaching
materials both on paper and on an electronic support, so that later they could multiply, if
necessary, all the materials for carrying out the activities during the courses.
 Activity 2: Small Grants for librarians
During 20-23 April 2021, the CCET organized and conducted online trainings for librarians in all
regions of the country. The training combined both: traditional training methods, such as
demonstration and explanation, as well as active-participatory strategies, such as the practical
electoral exercise.
The librarians developed their capacities in writing project offers, so that later they can apply to
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the Small Grants Programme “Libraries – voter education centres”. The training was attended
by 45 participants (43 women and 2 men).
The online librarians’ trainings conducted on the Zoom platform

With the EDMITE project support, the CCET implemented the Small Grants Programme “Libraries
– voter education centres”. Four (4) libraries were selected:
 Public Library within the Pirlita Culture and Leisure Center, Falesti district (25,000 lei)
 “Ion Ungureanu” Public Library, Causeni district (25,000 lei)
 “Dimitrie Cantemir” Public Library, Ungheni district (25,000 lei)
 Valea Mare Public Library, Ungheni district (25,000 lei)
The programme contributed to empowering public libraries to become voter education centres
and to disseminate useful information on participatory democracy and electoral processes in the
Republic of Moldova. A total of 781 people directly benefited from the activities carried out by the
grantees, and over 2,000 indirectly through the articles, the information leaflets, the posts on the
social networks, etc.
The activities organized by four libraries, CCET grantees

 Activity 3: Materials development
o The fifth (5) edition of the electoral comics “Arci’s Journey to elections”
The 5th edition of the electoral comics was produced by CCET, with the EDMITE project support
(Please read the information above / The 3rd edition of the mobile bus campaign "Arci's journey
to elections")
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o Development of Electoral Simulation Guide tailored for general population, journalists and
observers.
The guide was developed and translated in Russian and English languages and is to be published
in 2022 for the support of organizations that conduct training sessions and election simulations
for practical purposes.
The guide has three (3) important sections:
Procedures on the E-day
The specific of an accessible polling station
How to count the votes
o Development of 2 topic-based policy briefs.
Also, in 2021, two (2) Policy Briefs were prepared and will be published in 2022 with the following
subjects:
- The chances of independent electoral candidates to become a MP within the proportional
electoral system
- Electoral rights of foreigners in the countries of residence - lessons to be learned for the
Republic of Moldova
Other CCET activities supported by EDMITE Project
Essay Contest “Why I would like to candidate for a Parliament seat?”
The Project supported the CCET in conceptualizing and conducting an Essay Contest “Why I would
like to candidate for a Parliament seat?” The contest was organized to motivate and raise awareness
on the participation of young people in the 2021 Early Parliamentary Elections. The contest was
announced on 1st of June, for the International Children Day and considered two age categories: 1215 years and 16-19 years.
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A total of 42 (13 boys/29 girls) youngsters applied for the contest and 6 were awarded: three
(3) winners were announced for the 12-15 years age category and another three (3) for the 1619 years age category. To promote and to motivate young people getting involved in democratic
processes, six (6) video quotes were produced and published during July-August 2021.
Social media campaign with the winners of the Essay Contest “Why I would like to candidate for a Parliament seat?”

The electoral vlogging contest
Also, traditionally, the EDMITE project sustained the organization of the electoral vlogging
contest, dedicated to children aged 7-10 years and 11-14 years. In 2021, two (2) competitions
were organized - February - April, and November - December. Both editions were attended by
113 (77girls/36 boys) children6.
The conditions of the contest were the following: the children had to record a video in which they
discuss with one of the parents, colleagues, brothers / sisters, the information they read in the
electoral comics with the hedgehog Arci. The best and most original videos were awarded with
value prizes.
Winners of the electoral vlogging contest

The intellectual game in the electoral field “What? Where? When?”
6

https://medium.com/undp-moldova/school-of-participatory-democracy-e59b9b305eb; https://medium.com/undp-moldova/todays-young-peopletomorrow-s-members-of-the-parliament-and-opinion-leaders-367515723c3
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The first round of regional games took place in March – June 2021, and the second in September
– October 2021. The activity was carried out in collaboration with the Ministry of Education and
Research, the Moldova’s Club of Intellectual Games. There were organized 6 games with the
participation of 38 teams from different districts of the country. Teams were selected following a
public announcement. The game took place online, with the participation of 228 students, of
which 72 were boys (31.57%) and 156 girls (68.43%).
Awards for the regional games “What? Where? When?”

On 30 October 2021, the national intellectual game “What? Where? When?” was organized with
participation of six (6) finalist teams. The competition and the interactive character of the activity
captivated the young people's attention, involving them to the maximum in the process. The
questions were predominantly from the electoral field, both from the practice of the Republic of
Moldova and other states. The national game was attended by 33 students and 5 teachers.
The national intellectual game “What? Where? When?”

The “Democracy in elections after 30 years” event
On 15th September 2021, the Project in partnership with CEC and CCET, organized the
“Democracy in elections after 30 years”. The event had two important objectives:
 Celebrate the 30 years of Moldova independence and emphasize the evolution on electoral
processes
 Launching of the gender analysis infographics – 2021 Early Parliamentary Elections (Please
see page 22)
The event took place simultaneously online and offline with the participation of 20 people in person
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and 30 people through the Zoom Platform. The event has been also shared on Facebook and
Privesc.eu.
The “Democracy in elections after 30 years” event

KEY KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTS

Policy Paper “How social media fuels echo chambering phenomenon in Moldova and how
to address it?”
In July, before the 2021 Early Parliamentary Elections, the Project publicly launched the policy
paper “How social media fuels echo chambering phenomenon in Moldova and how to
address it?” The purpose of the policy paper was to broadly inform about the specifics of the
new digital era and its influence of the electoral processes and election campaigns. The main
conclusion was that both researchers’ community and civil society representatives are becoming
more and more aware about the fact that echo chambering and other digital phenomena can
hamper the fairness and freedom of the electoral mechanism and can alter, on the long term, the
democratic development and stability in many countries. As a logical continuation of this policy
paper, the Project developed a comprehensive study on echo chambering to be published in
2022.
Study Policy Paper “How social media fuels echo chambering phenomenon in Moldova and how to address it?”
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Study “Electoral Education – a Basic Citizenship Attribute in a Culture of Participatory and
Representative Democracy”
“Electoral Education – a Basic Citizenship Attribute in a Culture of Participatory and
Representative Democracy” represent a research study, which presents the main findings on
electoral education in Moldova and best international practices in the field. The study will be
shared with public in 2022, together with the new curriculum for electoral education in schools.
One of the main conclusions drawn by the authors is that school (formal education) failed to
develop civic engagement, democratic citizenship, and critical thinking competences. The
messages conveyed by more and more educational decision-makers, researchers, experts of civil
society institutions empowered to hold and review elections converge on the idea of building a
multi-level system of Electoral Education, which should become a social mechanism to efficiently
influence citizens’ electoral behaviour. The performed review of the national curriculum (Moral
and Spiritual Education, Civic Education, Education for Society) revealed that a large part of the
content necessary for the development of electoral competences of future voters is missing. The
authors suggested two approaches to improve this situation: (1) supplementing the current
National Curriculum with relevant and necessary Units of Content to help the voters become
aware and competent in decision-making and options; (2) introducing the optional subject on
Electoral Education for gymnasium and lyceum students to be taught in any of the 8th, 9th, 10th
or 11th grades.
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OUTPUT 3: CAPACITY FOR EFFECTIVE AND COHERENT OVERSIGHT AND
MONITORING ON POLITICAL PARTY FINANCING STRENGTHENE
MAIN RESULTS ACHIEVED


Expertise and support for the current exploitation, administration, and maintenance of the
“Financial Control” Module – ongoing.
Support to the CEC management for contracting the development and maintenance services
for the “Financial Control” module – provided
Expert support for the restructuring of the CEC’s Financial Economic Department (a GAP
Analysis & Roadmap for the scale-up) – in progress




IT expertise and advisory for the exploitation, administration, and maintenance of the
“Financial Control” Module of the SAISE
Since October 2020 and onwards to 2021, the Project has continued to provide specialized IT
expertise and advisory to the Financial and Economic Department of the CEC in the current
exploitation, administration, and maintenance of the “Financial Control” of the SAISE. Besides the
ongoing coordination of the system’s implementation, the Project maintained the support to the
CEC in the conceptualization of new functionalities of the „Financial Control” Module focused on
increasing the performance of the online reporting.
Thus, within the reported period, the IT national consultant supporting the Financial Control
module continued to provide onsite assistance to the CEC. Alongside the ongoing support on
fixing deficiencies and errors emerging throughout the work cycle of the Module, the following
functionalities have been enhanced:












Creating new adjusted reporting forms compatible to be uploaded in the system in Excel
format;
Adjusted "Help" menu and user guidance messages to make them more user-friendly;
Revised web service responsible for data exchange with ASP through the MConnect
platform, in order to validate the IDNO / IDNP from the content of the received financial
reports;
Revised validation function for the reports such as Donations from individuals, Party
membership fees and others;
Added function of displaying wrong and unsigned data (e.g. IDNPs) in the report
acceptance flow;
Possibility to print the reports from the “Accepted” status for the “Treasurer” role added;
Revised reporting forms with additional rows, columns & validations, to be applied since
2022, per the CEC decision, that would contribute to the submission of the complete
financial reporting information;
Enabling the submission of three report types: monthly, quarterly, annual (2022) with the
possibility to modify the period by the administrator of the Financial Control Module;
Enabling of the automatic ‘Alert Function’ and subsequent alert messages send to the
registered electoral parties/candidates regarding the expiration of the deadline to present
the financial report (Eg.14 days upfront).

The offered support ensured general settings and configurations of the information flow for the
2021 and 2022 reporting processes (monthly / quarterly / annual) and the configuration of the
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calculation formulas and validations within the system reports. Technical training for the CEC
team, representatives of political parties, as well as other stakeholders in the use of "Financial
Control" module was provided. The total number of 1400 reports (including annexes) was
submitted in 2021 in the Financial Control Module and technical training was provided for
31 users. To date, a total of 55 political parties are registered and have access to the
system.

Screenshot from the Financial Control Module
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Based on an assessment of the status of the “Financial Control” Module’s functionalities,
performed by the Project’s IT experts, at the CEC request, it has been concluded that the Module
requires additional technical adjustments and improvements for a more effective use of the online
reporting tool by political parties and CEC staff. As a result, the Project has launched a Request
for Proposals for contracting an IT company to undertake this assignment in May 2021. However,
due to the fact that the received financial offers were much higher than the budget initially
allocated and available for this activity, the Project had to cancel the tender on September 1,
2021. In consultations with the Project’s donor the decision was taken to allocate necessary
amount based on the canceled tender results for 2022 Annual Work Plan. Therefore, a new
tender was launched in December 2021. Main objectives of the assignment will include
introducing a number of changes in the ITSS “Financial Control” in order to address/remove the
errors and gaps revealed during its operation, as well as to implement additional development
functionalities in order to align the IT System with the amendments introduced into the CEC
regulatory framework or to enhance the IT System ergonomics and efficient operation by
authorized users.
Suppurt in the implementation of a GAP Analysis & Roadmap for the scale-up of the CEC’s
Financial Economic Department.
In 2021, the Project provided international and national expertise for the implementation of a GAP
Analysis & Roadmap for the scale-up of the CEC’s Financial Economic Department (FED). The
expected result of this support is to define the structure and role of the CEC Department
responsible for the financial monitoring and control of political parties, and identify the actions
that would contribute to the full implementation of the CEC’s oversight role, that would fully
correspond to the international best standards.
The assignment was initiated in May but was postponed due to early elections and change of the
CEC componence and was resumed in September. To date, the draft GAP and As-Is-To-Be
Analysis for the reorganization of the FED has been delivered and presented to the CEC
members.
The prepared As Is / To Be concept for the CEC presents two distinct approaches that would
enable CEC to establish an autonomous and specialized division with the proposed name of
Political Finance Division (PFD), with competences of monitoring and oversight on Political
Financing. The first approach envisages CEC having a reactive7 role, while the second approach,
recommended by the experts and consented by the CEC, envisages CEC having a proactive 8
role.

7 Developed







As Is / To Be context analysis for the reorganization of the FED, defined approach No.1 (CEC having a reactive role):
CEC is to collect the reports, analyze these for obvious mistakes and red flags. Data exchange with the Tax Authority on the
identity of donors should be automatic. The CEC publishes the reports with the red flags highlighted.
CEC to request information from public institutions (Public Procurement Agency, Tax Service) to check the donation requirements
for donors/legal persons and individuals.
CEC to note the contraventions and conclude minutes on offences concerning the financial reports by political parties or electoral
contestants.
CEC should not conduct ex officio investigations and should not verify the accuracy of the submitted information on its own
initiative.
CEC can receive complaints and, as part of the adjudication of those, may request additional information from the third-party
entities and from the donors, including the primary documents that are to be maintained by the political entities and submitted
upon request.

8 Developed



As Is / To Be context analysis for the reorganization of the FED, defined approach No.2 (CEC having a pro-active role):
CEC is to collect the reports, analyze them. The red flags should focus on the veracity of the identities of the donors, limits of
donations by categories of the donors. Data exchange with the Tax Authority on the identity of donors should be digital-only and
based on the reports submitted digitally.
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It is important to note that based on the experts’ findings that define the structure and role of the
CEC department responsible for the financial monitoring and control of political parties, together
with the CEC, the Project aims to identify the actions that would contribute to the full
implementation of the Commission’s oversight role in the field of political parties. Successively,
considering the findings of the analysis it will become necessary to support the regulatory
adjustments to the institutional framework on the CEC and update the SAISE functionalities of
the Financial Control Module. This assignment will be finalized by February 2022 with the delivery
of a Roadmap for the reorganization of the CEC’s FED, containing directions and strategic
recommendations.

OUTPUT 4: LEGAL AND REGULATORY SUPPORT FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
EOM RECOMMENDATIONS PROVIDED
MAIN RESULTS ACHIEVED




Consultative mechanism to facilitate the dialogue on electoral topics among national and
international partners (Election Partners’ Platform) – established.
Secretariat for six meetings of the Elections Partners’ Platform – ensured.
Strategic electoral advisory for election and post-election period – provided.

Under this objective, the focus of the Project was to facilitate the organization of the Election
Partners’ Platform on quarterly basis aiming to provide regular briefings support and information
through organized in virtual format. It is to be noted, that the activity of providing support for
adjusting and harmonizing the electoral framework, in accordance with international standards
and EOM recommendations initially included in 2021 Action Plan has been postponed due to the
snap Parliamentary elections. Based on the consultations with the CEC, other stakeholders and
development partners active in the field (Promo-Lex, Council of Europe) it was decided that in
2022 the Project will concentrate on offering support to CEC in adjusting its internal regulation
and secondary normative framework based on the legislative amendments to the Electoral Code
that would be developed by the CEC and are expected to be adopted in the first half of 2022. The
Project is also planning to support the CEC in the development of the Guide on Anti-fraud and
Anti-corruption in Election Campaigns. The guide aims at enhancing the transparency of
spending /declaring the funds by electoral candidates within and outside of the electoral
campaigns.
Support to the Election Partners Platform
For the reporting period, the project continued to offer support by organizing the Election Partners
Platform meetings and in such a way maintaining the engagement among electoral actors, civil
society actors and international partners to expand awareness, cooperation as well as generate
support to improve the electoral process. The Project’s specific contribution is to provide
international strategic electoral expertise through the hired strategic expert, guidance, and overall
secretariat of the Platforms meetings. During 2021, the Platform meetings involved more than 40




CEC to check the reports for compliance with donations requirements, through information requests to the relevant public
authorities.
CEC to conduct ex officio investigations based on the red flags (some or all of those) and, if such a decision is taken, based on
public information, and to verify the accuracy of the submitted information on its own initiative
CEC can receive complaints and, as part of the adjudication of those, may study the primary documents submitted by the political
entities, request additional information from the political entities, donors, and third-party entities.
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national and international partners to discuss election-related issues, enhancing information and
knowledge considering regional and global experiences concerning current as well as future
elections. The Project provided international strategic electoral expertise, guidance, and overall
secretariat of the Platform.
Starting with February 2021, the Platform meetings were organized on a quarterly basis, and the
Platform changed its format to a discussion and learning forum, exchanging best practices and
new innovative approaches to remaining challenges in the electoral area in Moldova, benefitting
from the partners’ experiences and practices. During the snap Parliamentary election period, due
to the requests of the Election Partners 3 additional meetings have been carried.
During the reported period, a total of six meeting of the Planform were organized, three of
which during the electoral campaign for the snap Parliamentary elections period. The last platform
meeting for the reported period was held on 29th of October.

The platform meeting carried on 29/10/2021

Election Partners’ Platform meetings 2021

Meeting date
5th of February 2021
23rd of April 2021
28th of May 2021
18th of June 2021
2nd of July 2021
29th of October 2021

Meeting topic
The Post-electoral Opinion Survey main findings have been also presented to
the international community.
Political parties and election campaign financing and reporting: focus topic for
2021.
Preparations of the Snap Parliamentary Elections and polling station opening
aspects.
The electoral campaign: hate speech, use of administrative resources, registered
violations.
Update on the electoral process, electoral security, and campaign monitoring on
TV/Radio.
Presentation of the CEC members and the sstrategic goals planned for the
following period.

The Project will continue to support the mobilization of various partners within the framework of
the Election Partners’ Platform and maintain discussion channels regarding the electoral reform
priorities and coordinate interventions in this field.
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HUMAN RIGHTS DIMENSION
In 2021, EDMITE project offered support to “MOTIVATIE” NGO to implement an innovative method to
convince LPA’s from Leova and Soldanesti that the equal access to polling station is a necessary
condition for all society, not only for people with disabilities. The “user-safari” exercises, which means
using a wheelchair or another tools used by people with different disabilities, had an important impact
to sensibilize LPA’s. At the end of the activities carried out by "MOTIVATIE", the district departments
of social assistance came with the initiative to sign a memorandum of cooperation. In this way, the
regions officials will continue the partnership with "MOTIVATIE", to guide them in ensuring equal
access to public institutions.
The user-safari exercises in Leova

GENDER EQUALITY DIMENSION
In 2021, after Early Parliamentary Elections, for the first time in the Republic of Moldova: 40 women
have been elected as Legislators. For comparison, women held 3.7% of the seats in the first Moldovan
Parliament (1990-1994) relative to 39.6% in the Parliament elected during the ballot held in July 2021.
Another record number was the one of women included in the Lists of candidates, namely 837 women
or 46.73% of the overall number of candidates nominated by those 23 electoral contestants registered
by the CEC. Four political parties standing for elections included women on the top of their list of
candidates. Likewise, women held almost 28% of the top five positions in the candidate lists of
electoral contestants.
These details are reflected in two editions of the Gender Analysis published with the Project support,
as presented under the Output 2 of this report.
Also, on 8th of March, the Project distributed official messages from women in leadership positions
encouraging women to be active and participate in the decision-making process. In total, 7 media
cards have been designed and distributed through Facebook pages achieving the reach of 63,000
views.
Social-media campaign on encouraging women to be active and participate in the decision-making process
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CONCLUSIONS, LESSONS LEARNED AND WAY FORWARD
 The Project swiftly adjusted to the changes in political context, mobilized and readjusted
resources within the approved annual budget and offered necessary technical and information
support to the CEC and CCET in organizing Snap Parliamentary Elections. This demonstrates
the requirement for a certain degree of flexibility for Projects implemented in a complex and
volatile political context. Even though due to the Snap Elections and the following institutional
changes, some initially planned activities have been postponed and resumed in September
following the appointment of the new CEC members, the reshuffling of the activities was
necessary, and the Project’s support was instrumental in ensuring inclusive, transparent and
safe Snap Parliamentary elections.
 Project offered the required technical assistance for ensuring the optimal and impeccable
performance of the SAISE during July Snap Parliamentary Elections and November New Local
Elections, as confirmed by national and international observers. A continuous highly skilled IT
expertise provided by the Project ensured a more transparent, accurate, and better organized
IT electoral process.
 Examining the type of cybersecurity malicious threats during the 2021 Parliamentary Elections,
in addition to hardware upgrades (API servers), new software solutions of prevention and
mitigation shall be further analysed. Being one of the most sophisticated IT electoral systems
in the region, it requires continuous administration, optimization, and maintenance. The
reflection of such services from the state budget shall be further considered.
 The Project completed the audit and update of the SAISE concept and key observations which
resulted in the elaboration of a SAISE updated and detailed ICT Transformation Roadmap.
Main existing gaps/drawbacks of the system can be attributed to two main categories: security
gaps and need for adopting electronic documents to optimize the workflow of its modules.
Based on the Transformation Roadmap, in 2022 the project plans to start updating the system
to the new proposed recommendations.
 The civic education and voter information campaigns mostly tailored around safe voting in
context of COVID-19 pandemic, engaged over 1 million voters through TV, social networks,
online media, printed materials, and web-based applications, and impacted the safety of the
elections. The post Parliamentary Elections Survey conducted by the Project showed that 92%
of respondents felt safe that they would not become infected with the COVID-19 virus by
participating in 2021 early parliamentary elections. According to them, in almost all cases
practically all the anti-pandemic rules imposed during the exercise of the right to vote at the
polling stations were observed. As compared to the 2020 Presidential elections, there was a
15%-increase in the share of voters who felt safe. These findings demonstrate the
effectiveness of the voter information campaigns and that such campaigns shall be continued.
 The same Survey showed that the majority of voters (78%) believe that continuous civic
education in the electoral field is important to ensure inclusive, transparent and fair elections,
while 73% of respondents are confident that voters’ education may enhance citizens’ activism
during elections. Hence, only 65% of respondents acknowledge they participate in all elections.
Also, only 10% of respondents named correctly all the documents based on which one can
vote within the country. This again demonstrates that Project shall continue to support the
CEC/CCET in implementing extensive civic education and voter information programs
following their strategic documents.
 Engaging artists and influencers and integrating electoral information and education messages
into less formal and entertaining formats, such as sketches and concerts, proved to be a real
success in ensuring a wide outreach and impact, especially among young persons. According
to an evaluation poll of the "Da-i la vot" concerts organized by Lautar NGO wtihn the SGP, 94%
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of participants directly or indirectly retained the main message of the event, that of mobilizing
voters in the exercise of the right to vote in general and, in particular, in the Early Parliamentary
Elections of 11 July 2021. And 39% said that the event motivated them very much or to a large
extent to participate in elections, especially for adolescents (79%).
 The partnerships with CSOs (through small grants scheme mechanism) also proved to be
effective in reaching out to particular groups of citizens with voting rights, such as persons with
disabilities, youth, women. In particular, peer-to-peer activities with the elements of ToT were
effective in further information and engagement of larger groups of beneficiaries. Thus, as
example, 34 persons with disabilities trained and capacitated by the Motivatie Association
contacted and informed other 230 persons with disabilities on the importance of engaging in
the voting and electoral process.
 4 grants implemented within the Small Grants Programme “Democracy 2021” reached a total
number of 13,530 direct beneficiaries and over 1 mln. indirect beneficiaries as the reach of the
produced materials in social media. Such partnerships with CSOs shall be further strengthened
and expanded with the view to engaging various groups of all ages, sex, social and educational
background to enable them to be more actively engaged in the electoral processes.
 The current elections legislation still contains inconsistencies and ambiguities that allow for
decisions not accepted by the CSOs and citizens. Based on the Election Observation Missions’
reports, major drawbacks relates to the transparency of political parties and of campaign’s
financing. ENEMO assessed that the lack of legal mechanisms to enable the CEC to
comprehensively monitor campaign expenses and financial reports on one hand, and cases of
non-respect of the law by some electoral contestants on the other, negatively affected the
general transparency of campaign finance. According to the post-election survey, 17% of
voters believe the financing of political parties or of electoral candidates and campaigns is
rather transparent.
 In 2021 the Project succeeded in elaborating the concept analysis for the reorganisation of the
CEC’s Financial Economic Department (FED) and its oversight role. The Roadmap for the
reorganization of the FED shall be finalized early in 2022. The Project shall continue to support
the CEC in implementing its political party finance oversight function to address existing
bottlenecks and gaps and to strengthen the integrity of the electoral process, including the
support for the implementation of a Roadmap for the scale-up of the FED, including
capacitation of its staff.
 The Project continued to support the work of the consultative mechanism – Election Partners’
Platform involving national and international partners which provided for a more transparent
and efficient communication of the CEC during elections. The Project shall continue to support
the Platform’s organization on a quarterly basis by providing required expertise and guidance
to enhance the dialogue between electoral actors and development partners for a more
democratic technical electoral process compliant with the international standards.
 It has been identified that a greater coordination is necessary between stakeholders, donors,
beneficiaries, and partners offering technical assistance in the electoral field. In this respect,
EDMITE experienced that several activities envisaged in its Project Document have been
slightly overlapping with the activities implemented by other stakeholders. Hence, targeting to
obtain the best cohesion between the agreed project activities, scoped resources, and results,
it is recommended for all stakeholders to maintain close communication and coordination to
avoid duplication of efforts.
 As the changes to an electoral cycle, i.e. snap elections, are highly improbable in 2022, the
efforts planned for the upcoming year will depend on the overall political environment and the
expected changes to the electoral legislation, which may have a strong impact on the Project
implementation
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PROGRESS TOWARDS PROGRAMME OUTPUTS
Intended Outcome as stated in the UNDAF/Country Programme Results and Resource Framework:
UNDAF 2018-2022 Outcome 1: “The people of Moldova, in particular the most vulnerable, demand and benefit from democratic, transparent and accountable governance, gender-sensitive, human rights- and evidence-based public policies, equitable services, and
efficient, effective and responsive public institutions.”
Outcome 1 indicators as stated in the Country Programme Document 2018 – 2022, including baseline and targets:
Indicator 1.1.3. State Register of Voters contains minimum error through the interoperability with the main registers of population
Baseline 2016: No
Target 2022: Yes
Means of verification: Central Electoral Commission Reports
Applicable Output(s) from the UNDP Strategic Plan:
2.2.2 Constitution-making, electoral and parliamentary processes and institutions strengthened to promote inclusion, transparency, and accountability
Project Title and ATLAS Project Number: Enhancing democracy in Moldova through inclusive and transparent elections (Project ID 00094503, Project Output 001239086)
EXPECTED
OUTPUTS

OUTPUT
INDICATORS

Output 1
State Automated
Information
System
“Elections”
(SAISE) further
advanced

1.1. The SAISE
Roadmap for Digital
Transformation of the
electoral management
is implemented

Means of
verification:
CEC Annual
Activity Reports
Quality
assessment of
the SAISE
electoral data
warehouse and
business
intelligence
functionalities (by
CSOs, academic
representatives,
and mass-media)

Output 2
Civic education
and voter
information
systems
strengthened
Means of
verification:
Mapping exercise
on new

BASELINE
DATA SOURCE
CEC SAISE
system and official
reports

1.2. Performance,
responsiveness, and
accuracy of SAISE
during elections
ensured

EOM reports

2.1.1. Electoral
education in schools
institutionalized

CEC and CCET
Strategic
Development
Plans for 2020 2023

2.1.2. Civic
participation of
Moldovan men and
women increased

Value
SAISE
Development
Roadmap in
place

TARGETS (by frequency of data collection)
Year
2020

SAISE
demonstrated
an adequate
and stable
performance
during the 2019
Parliamentary
and New Local
Elections

2019

Joint programs
on civic
education in
place and
implemented by
the CCET in
partnership with
the Ministry of
Education

2019

2020
SAISE IT
network
infrastructure upgraded to
meet the
requirements of
the 2021
Parliamentary
Elections

2021
SAISE Roadmap
for Digital
Transformation
elaborated
Technical
development of 2
new SAISE
modules –
conceptualized

2022

2023

FINAL

Technical
development of 2
SAISE modules
required for the
automation of
electoral
processes –
implemented and
deployed in the
CEC IT
ecosystem

SAISE electoral
data warehouse
and business
intelligence
application –
implemented and
used by the CEC,
CSOs, academic
institutions, and
mass-media
outlets

SAISE Roadmap
for Digital
Transformation
fully implemented

N/A

SAISE
demonstrates an
adequate and
stable
performance
during the 2023
Parliamentary
and NewGeneral
Local Elections

SAISE
architecture is
sustainable
across all
electoral cycles
and fully
compliant with
international
standards
The CEC, CCET,
and Ministry of
Education jointly
implement
continuous civic
and electoral
education
programs at the
national level

SAISE
demonstrates
an adequate
and stable
performance
during the 2021
Parliamentary
Elections

N/A

N/A

School curriculum
on electoral
education –
agreed with the
Ministry of
Education

Implementation of
the school
curricula on
electoral
education –
piloted in 20
schools

Curriculum on
electoral
education –
implemented in
schools at the
national level

At least 15,000
men and women
directly engaged

At least 30,000
men and women
directly engaged

At least 45,000
men and women
directly engaged

DATA COLLECTION
METHODS & RISKS
CEC Annual Activity Reports
Assessment of the SAISE
electoral data warehouse and
business intelligence
functionalities, performed by
CSOs, academic
representatives, and massmedia.
Risk:
Unforeseen electoral
exercises that may delay the
development of IT solutions.

EOM assessment reports;
CEC Post-electoral
Assessment Report.
Risks:
CEC hardware infrastructure
is outdated and hinders
SAISE performance;
Government is not willing to
allocate funds for the CEC’s
development of the SAISE.
CEC and CCET Annual
Activity Reports;
Data provided by the
established networks of
teachers and librarians;
Risk:
Civic education programs are
perceived by the general
public as political activities.

PROGRESS
TOWARDS THE
OUTPUT
Target partly
achieved
SAISE Roadmap for
Digital
Transformation
elaborated
and
endorsed by CEC;
Development of new
SAISE
Modules
postponed due to
snap Parliamentary
elections and change
of the CEC
componence
Target achieved
SAISE demonstrated
impeccable
performance during
the 2021 snap
Parliamentary
Elections

Target achieved
and exceeded
Draft School
curriculum on
electoral education
developed, to be
defined and agreed
with the ME in 2022
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institutionalized
civic education
programs and
initiatives
Survey to be
conducted
following the
Parliamentary
and New General
Local Elections
Focus groups
and interviews
with stakeholders
and beneficiaries

Output 3
Capacity for
effective and
coherent
oversight and
monitoring on
political party
financing
strengthened
Means of
verification:
GAP analysis
report on the
CEC’s political
parties’ finance
oversight
EOM
recommendations
for the 2020 and
2023 national
elections

2.2. Gradual increase
of public knowledge
on democratic
participation achieved
through targeted
public outreach
campaigns

3.1.1. The
performance and
transparency of the
“Financial Control”
module upscaled
3.1.2. Capacities of
political parties on
reporting using the
“Financial Control”
module enhanced
3.1.3. A network of
CSOs monitoring the
implementation of the
“Financial Control”
module in place and
functional

2019 general
population survey
on the impact of
the CEC/ CCET
civic education
campaigns

Periodic CEC
report on political
parties’ and
electoral
campaigns’
financial
reporting

75% of
Moldovan voters
understand the
voting
procedure

70% of the
financial reports
are submitted
on time
50% of the
political parties
submit their
reports using
the “Financial
Control” module

2019

2020

Campaign on
informing
citizens on the
voting process
during the
COVID-19
pandemic
implemented
reaching at least
100,000 indirect
beneficiaries

Technical
support for the
ongoing
maintenance of
the “Financial
Control” module
– provided

by a targeted
civic education
campaign

by the targeted
civic education
campaign

by the targeted
civic education
campaign

Share of
Moldovan voters
that understand
the voting
procedure
increased by 3%

Share of
Moldovan voters
that understand
the voting
procedure
increased by 5%

Share of
Moldovan voters
that understand
the voting
procedure
increased by 8%

At least 50,000
direct
beneficiaries
engaged through
voter information
campaigns on
democratic
participation

At least 100,000
direct
beneficiaries
engaged through
voter information
campaigns on
democratic
participation

At least 50,000
direct
beneficiaries
engaged through
voter information
campaigns on
democratic
participation

Technical support
for the upscale of
the “Financial
Control” module’s
performance and
transparency –
ensured

Technical support
for the upscale of
the “Financial
Control” module’s
performance and
transparency –
ensured

Technical support
for the upscale of
the “Financial
Control” module’s
performance and
transparency –
ensured

At least 5 (five)
comprehensive
trainings for
political parties’
representatives on
the usage of the
“Financial Control”
module

At least 5 (five)
comprehensive
trainings for
political parties’
representatives on
the usage of the
“Financial Control”
module

At least 10 (five)
comprehensive
trainings for
political parties’
representatives on
the usage of the
“Financial Control”
module

At least 1 (one)
research/assess
ment of the
reported data –
ensured by CSOs

At least 2 (one)
research/assess
ment of the
reported data –
ensured by CSOs

At least 1 (one)
research/assess
ment of the
reported data –
ensured by CSOs

At least 83% of
Moldovan citizens
have an
enhanced
understanding of
electoral
procedures and
the overall
democratic
process

95% of the
financial reports
are submitted on
time
100% of the
political parties
submit their
reports using the
“Financial Control”
module
At least 4 (four)
CSOs are
involved in the
monitoring of the
“Financial
Control” module’s
implementation

General population surveys on
the impact of the CEC/ CCET
civic education campaigns;
Qualitative assessment of the
voter information campaigns
on democratic participation.
Risks:
Electoral information
campaigns perceived by the
general public as political
activities;
Disinformation campaigns
might diminish the effects of
voter information activities.

Periodic CEC report on
political parties’ and electoral
campaigns’ financial reporting.
Risks:
The unwillingness of political
parties to adequately use the
online reporting platform.

33,628 women and
men, including
youngsters have
been engaged in
civic education
activities carried out
in partnership with
the CCET (bus
campaign, games,
events).
Target exceeded
86% of the
respondents said
they new very well
and sufficiently well
the voting procedure
before
the day of the
Parliamentary
election.
The “Vote
responsibly! Vote
Safely!” campaign
conducted for 2021
parliamentary
elections engaged
over 1 million voters
and impacted the
safety of the
elections.
Target partly
achieved
Technical support for
the ongoing
maintenance of the
“Financial Control”
Module – provided
as planned
5 (five) trainings for
political parties’
representatives on
the usage of the
“Financial Control”
module
An informational
video report on how
to find and to
understand the
financial reports of
electoral competitors
produced by CuSens
Media NGO
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Output 4
Legal and
regulatory
framework
improved by
responding to the
EOM
recommendations
Means of
verification:
EOM reports and
recommendations
Decisions of the
Moldovan
Parliament

3.2. Roadmap for the
scale-up of the
political parties’
financing and
reporting oversight
implemented

CEC Strategic
Development
Plan for 2020 –
2023

4.1. Harmonized
electoral legal
framework complying
with international
standards

Electoral Code
EOM reports
from the last
three electoral
cycles

No Roadmap
available

2020

N/A

No dedicated
CEC human
resource
available

Existing
ambiguities in
the Electoral
Code
highlighted in
the EOM reports

2019

Consultative
platform in the
electoral field
(Election
Partners’
Platform) –
established

GAP analysis for
the scale-up of
the Economic and
Financial
Department of the
CEC - elaborated

A comprehensive
review of the
electoral legal
framework –
initiated based on
EOM
recommendations
and supported by
a consultative
platform

Roadmap for the
reform of the
political parties’
financial reporting
oversight –
elaborated in
consensus with
political
stakeholders and
civil society
Proposals for the
revision of the
electoral legal
framework –
elaborated,
consulted with
electoral
stakeholders, and
approved by the
Moldovan
Parliament

Implementation of
the political
parties’ financial
reporting
oversight reform supported

Effective
oversight of the
political parties’
and electoral
campaigns’
financing ensured

CEC Annual Activity Reports;
Monitoring reports elaborated
by CSOs.

A comprehensive
review of the
electoral legal
framework –
supported by a
consultative
platform

The Moldovan
electoral legal
framework is
improved, and
critical
ambiguities are
eliminated, in line
with international
standards and
EOM
recommendations

CEC Annual Activity Reports;
EOM reports;
Decisions of the Moldovan
Parliament.

Risks:
The unwillingness of the
political stakeholders to
achieve a consensus and
implement the reform;

Risk:
The unwillingness of the
political stakeholders to
achieve a consensus and
amend the Electoral Code.

Target achieved
GAP analysis for the
scale-up of the
Economic and
Financial
Department of the
CEC - elaborated

Target not
achieved –
postponed due snap
Parliamentary
elections and
change of the CEC
componence

PROJECT RISKS AND ISSUES
Description

Date
Identified

Type

Impact & Probability
1 (low) 5 (high)

Countermeasures / Mgmt response

Owner

Submitted

Last Update

Status

Rapid changes in the
environmental context and in the
national priorities due to the
COVID-19 pandemic

January
2021

Social and
Environmental

I=4
P=4
Changes of priorities at the national
level may divert in delays in the proper
Project initiation and implementation.

Virtual and remote methods and safeguarding
procedures for monitoring, stakeholder engagement,
online capacity building events, etc. will be used.
Weekly risk monitoring and assessment of changing
context will be performed by the Project Team, as well
as By-weekly updates to the donors in case the COVID
continues.

Government
National
Partners
UNDP

UNDP

December
2021

REMAINS
VALID

Potential diversion or delays of
funding sources due to COVID-19
response

January
2021

Financial

I=4
P=4
Might significantly affect the
implementation of the Project.

UNDP will allocate its own resources to fill the critical
finance gaps (such as for the staff retention) and will
continue resource mobilization efforts.

Development
Partners
UNDP

UNDP

December
2021

REMAINS
VALID

Postponement or cancellation of
the 2021 planned Parliamentary
Elections

January
2021

Political

I=1
P=4
Elections might be postponed in case
the COVID-19 pandemic continues.

The Project Workplan will be adjusted to postpone
activities planned as support to the CEC in conducting
the elections - IT support and voter information to the
new date of elections

Parliament
National
Partners

UNDP

December
2021

NOT VALID
ANYLOGER

Government impasse and/or
deterioration of the political
situation leading to unplanned
electoral events (early
Parliamentary Elections)

January
2021

Political

I=4
P=4
Might lead to delays in the Project
implementation.

The Project Workplan will be adjusted and discussed by
the Project Board to provide effective assistance to
CEC/CCET in the organization of the snap elections (IT
support, voter information).

Government
Parliament

UNDP

December
2021

REMAINS
VALID
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Change of the Electoral System

January
2021

Political

I=4
P=1

The Project Board will be informed and advised on
options for the adjustments in the Project Workplan.

Parliament

UNDP

December
2021

REMAINS
VALID

Lack of political will to continue the
electoral law reform

January
2021

Political

I=3
P=3
If the electoral law reform is not
continued, the credibility of the election
results might weaken, while new
electoral processes will not be possible.

The Project will engage in high-level advocacy, also
calling on international resources like ODIHR and
International IDEA, as well as international development
partners within Moldova.

Government

UNDP

December
2021

REMAINS
VALID

The unwillingness of the
Development Partners to support
the Government due to
inconsistencies and/or
deterioration of the political
situation

January
2021

Financial
Operational

I=5
P=2
Might lead to stopping the Project,
putting it on hold, or decrease of the
budget.

The Project’s open phases will be finalized, previous
commitments fulfilled. The Project Board will decide on
the actions to be taken.

Development
Partners

UNDP

December
2021

REMAINS
VALID

Changing of the CEC’s priorities
might not be in line with the
Project’s objectives and plan

January
2021

Political

I=4
P=3
Might slow down the Project
implementation or require re-design or
cancellation of some activities.

The Project will need to engage a short-term
international elections expert to advise the CEC’s
leadership on the appropriate course of action and will
engage the partners into the policy dialogue with the
CEC if a critical need appears.

CEC

UNDP
Partners

December
2021

REMAINS
VALID

Worsening of the CEC reputation
due to politically biased decisions,
lack of understanding of the CEC’s
role and mandate, or
misinformation of the public

January
2021

Political

I=5
P=4
Might affect the reputation of the
Development Partners and UNDP.

The Project will have the full-time Public Outreach and
Communication expert capacity to advise the CEC on
effective communication with citizens, mass-media,
political parties, and other stakeholders.

CEC

UNDP

December
2021

REMAINS
VALID

High staff turnover in the national
partners' institutions

January
2021

Organizational

I=3
P=2
Might slow down the Project
implementation and would require
additional capacity-building activities
with the new staff.

The Project will provide non-material incentives for staff
to stay (training and other capacity development
activities) and will ensure the availability of guidance
and SOPs and other project deliverables to all staff, as
well as will build group capacities on specific issues.

UNDP
National
Partners

UNDP

December
2021

REMAINS
VALID

Lack of absorption capacity

January
2021

Organizational

I=2
P=2
Might slow down the Project
implementation

The Project will prioritize the activities in consultation
with the Project partners and will agree upon an
accelerated implementation plan.

UNDP
National
Partners

UNDP

December
2021

REMAINS
VALID

Uncertainties or constraints around
planned M&E activities due to
restricted movement and safety
measures (COVID-19)

January
2021

Organizational
Monitoring

I=3
P=4

The Project will adjust the M&E Plan to the existing
environmental and social context and will apply remote
methods and safeguarding procedures.

Project
Executive

UNDP

December
2021

REMAINS
VALID

Inadequate Management of the
Project

January
2021

Operational
Internal Control

I=1
P=1

UNDP holds adequate management and organizational
capacity to achieve the set targets and objectives
effectively and efficiently.

Project
executive

UNDP

December
2021

REMAINS
VALID

Inadequate Monitoring and
Reporting on results

January
2021

Operational
Internal Control

I=1
P=1

The Project includes financing of Project Manager and
costs for quality assurance from the UNDP Country
Office staff.

Project
executive

UNDP

December
20210

REMAINS
VALID

Inadequate Procurement Processes

January
2021

Operational
Internal Control

I=1
P=1

UNDP has international standards capacity and skills,
well-established business processes for procurement.
Procurements will be done by UN rules in a transparent
manner.

Project
executive

UNDP

December
2021

REMAINS
VALID
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Delays in procurement due to lack
of qualified or affordable offers limited markets or reduced
competition due to COVID-19

January
2021

Operational
Internal Control

I=4
P=4
Might slow down the Project
implementation.

The Project will adjust the procurement requirements
and will access the international markets if needed.

Project
executive

UNDP

December
2021

REMAINS
VALID

Risk of corruption

January
2021

Operational
Internal Control

I=1
P=1

UNDP has international standards rules and procedures
to ensure maximum impartiality, transparency, and
accountability, as well as report on and curb any form of
possible corruption.

Project
executive

Project
executive

December
2021

REMAINS
VALID

Inadequate audit processes and
financial control

January
2021

Operational
Internal Control

I=1
P=1

UNDP has adequate local and corporate auditing and
financial control capacities. An internal (corporate) audit
from 2018, showed “internal controls, governance and
risk management processes are adequately established
and functioning well”.

Project
executive

Project
executive

December
2021

REMAINS
VALID
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ANNEX 1 – LIST OF MAIN DELIVERABLES
National Advisory
No.

Type of services

1.

National expert developing the
GAP analysis for the
reorganization of the CEC
Financial Economic Department

Purpose
Support the CEC in the
development of the GAP
analysis for the reorganization
of the CEC Financial
Economic Department

Key result(s)












2.

National IT Developer for the ESystems on elections

Offer specialized IT
development support and
advisory to the IT and
Management of Voters’ Lists
Department of the Central
Electoral Commission








Status

Detailed Work Plan –developed jointly with the International Expert and
approved by the UNDP Project
Support in the contextual assessment of Moldovan political parties’ and
electoral campaign’s financial reporting framework - provided to the
International Expert and documented in a brief informative note.
Set of consultation meetings, assessments, and interviews with the
representatives of CEC and the UNDP Project, relevant public institutions, and
other stakeholders – facilitated and conducted jointly with the International
Expert
Support in the elaboration of the report on the GAP (As-Is / ToBe) Analysis of
the CEC’s Finance and Economics Department – provided to the International
Expert and documented in a brief informative note
Presentation of the report on the GAP (As-Is / To-Be) Analysis of the CEC’s
Finance and Economics Department – facilitated and delivered jointly with the
International Expert to the CEC Management and key institutional
stakeholders.
Support in the elaboration of the Roadmap for the reorganization of the CEC’s
Finance and Economics Department and establishment of a new Department
responsible for the financial monitoring and control of political parties –
provided to the International Expert and documented in a brief informative note.
Presentation of the Roadmap, upscale strategy, and main recommendations –
facilitated and delivered jointly with the International Expert to the CEC
Management and key institutional stakeholders
Final Activity Report (incl. information on lessons learned, conclusions and
further recommendations) – developed jointly with the International Expert and
approved by the UNDP Project.

Completed
Completed

Detailed Inception Report and Work Plan - developed and approved by the
CEC and Project.
Expertise and support to the CEC in re-programming and optimizing the SAISE
infrastructure in the context of the 2021 Parliamentary Elections - provided in
the pre-and post-electoral period.
Concluding Report after the 2021 Parliamentary Elections on the IT systems
involved in the electoral process developed and submitted for approval to the
CEC and Project.
Support to the CEC in the update and adjustment of the existent SAISE
modules – provided.
Expertise and support in the development of new SAISE modules,
functionalities, and applications - provided to the CEC, based on the
documented request of the Department of IT and Management of Voters' Lists.
User's and/or Administrator's Guides for the adjusted and new
modules/functionalities/applications - developed and/or updated, and approved
by the IT and Management of Voters' Lists Department

Completed

No.

Men

Women

1

0

1

1

1

0

Completed

Completed

Ongoing
Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing
Not started

Completed

Completed

Ongoing
Ongoing

Ongoing
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3.

National IT Infrastructure
Analyst

Assist the Central Electoral
Commission in assessing,
adjusting, and administrating
the SAISE infrastructure and
data interoperability
framework, in the context of
the 2021 Parliamentary l
Elections










4.

National Consultant to support
the „Financial Control” Module
implementation

Offer development support and
advisory to the Financial and
Economic Department of the
CEC in the current
exploitation, administration,
and maintenance of the
“Financial Control” of the
SAISE










5.

Strategic Communication and
Civic Campaign Expert

Provide the professional
support and expertise in the
Project communication and
civic campaign work, including
drafting and implementing the




Support in the management and update of disaggregated electoral data –
provided.
12 Trainings/knowledge transfer to the staff of CEC Department of IT and
Management of Voters' Lists held (at least once per month) conducted.
Final Activity Report (including details on all stages passed, achieved results,
conclusions, and recommendations for subsequent activities) - submitted and
approved by the Project.

Ongoing
Not started
Not started

Detailed Work Plan – developed and approved by the CEC and Project.
Configuration of the CEC network equipment, router redundancy protocol, and
traffic balancing.
Technical support for the configuration of the SAISE virtual platforms (including
operational servers and storage devices).
Technical support for the optimization of the SAISE database and application
servers in the context of the 2021 Parliamentary Elections.
Assistance for the configuration of monitoring applications (Fudo PAM)
required for the availability and integrity of the SAISE hardware and software
infrastructure.
Technical support to the CEC in conducting and evaluating the load and stress
tests of the SAISE and its external components.
Strategic IT infrastructure assistance during the 2021 Parliamentary Elections
and in the post-electoral period.
Concluding Report after the 2021 Parliamentary Elections on services
provided, containing key findings and further recommendations – developed
and submitted for approval to the CEC and Project.

Completed
Completed

Detailed Work Plan based on technical meetings with the CEC and the Project
– submitted.
Assessment of the “Financial Control” Module implementation undertaken and
set of potential issues and deficiencies documented and presented to the CEC
and the Project.
Set of new functionalities of the „Financial Control” Module to be developed,
focused on increasing the transparency of the political party financing reporting
– provided to the CEC, based on assessment findings – described and
submitted for approval
Expertise and support in fixing eventual issues/deficiencies and configuring,
administrating, and optimizing the „Financial Control” Module functionalities –
provided to the CEC, based on assessment findings.
Set of technical trainings for the CEC staff and political parties’ representatives
and other related stakeholders on “Financial Control” Module implementation prepared and conducted.
Oversight of the „Financial Control” Module adaptive maintenance stage –
provided, including brief monthly reports on all stages passed.
Final Activity Report (including details on all stages passed, achieved results,
conclusions, and recommendations for subsequent activities) – submitted and
approved by the Project.

Completed

Detailed Project Communication Strategy and Visibility Plan – elaborated and
presented.
Yearly adjustment of the detailed Communication Work Plan – performed;

Completed

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

Completed
Completed
Completed

Completed
Completed
Completed

Completed
Ongoing

Ongoing

Not started

Ongoing
Not started

Ongoing
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Project’s Communication
Strategy in compliance with
the corporate visibility
guidelines and rules and in
close collaboration with the
Project Team and UNDP
Communications Analyst,
Donor organization,
beneficiary institutions, CSOs
and mass-media
representatives.









6.

Grants Management Consultant

Provide support to the Project
Team in conceptualizing,
initiating, managing,
monitoring, and evaluating the
2021 Civic Campaign Grants
Program








7.

Consultants to develop
brochures on the voting
process, including during the
pandemic

Provide specialized expertise
in developing two brochures
on the voting process
dedicated to children and firsttime voters





Communication and visibility support to the civic education campaigns and to
the overall Project’s implementation in line with the points 2 - 16 in Section 2 of
the ToR - provided.
Expert support in the evaluation of offers submitted by short-term experts and
service providers related to communication services and products necessary
for the efficient Project implementation – provided.
Expert support to the implementation of the Project Civic Education Grants
Programmes (CSOs and mass-media) planned for 2021 – 2022 years
(evaluation, communication trainings, coordination of the grantees’
communication work plans, etc.) in line with the points 18 - 20 in Section 2 of
the ToR – provided.
Contributions and inputs to the Project work-plans and narrative reports
(monthly, quarterly, mid-year, and annual documents) – provided.
Expert advice and recommendations to mitigate potential public communication
crisis and sensible issues (press monitoring, preparation of press releases
and/or written reactions, and Adhoc crisis reports) – provided.
Final Activity Report – in the form of a Brochure with Results and Human
Stories (incl. quantitative and qualitative data and information, pictures,
graphics, charts, the impact of obtained results, conclusions, and
recommendations) – designed and submitted to the Project.

Ongoing

Detailed work-plan - developed and approved by the Project
Set of inputs for the Civic Campaign Grants Program design and launch
(guidelines, regulations, selection criteria, pre-bidding conferences, etc.) –
provided.
Set of monitoring, tracking, and evaluation tools to be used during the
execution of the grants - developed, agreed, and approved by the Project.
Technical support to the grants proposals evaluation process and overall
supervision of contracts execution – ensured.
Monthly narrative reports – developed.
Final activity report (including quantitative and qualitative disaggregated data
and information on the stages passed, resources used, results obtained versus
expected, the impact of obtained results, risks mitigation, problems faced,
lessons learned, conclusions and recommendations, with a particular focus on
gender and human rights aspects – submitted.

Completed
Completed

The layout of the comics (including graphic elements, text, dialogues, and
heroes) – developed.
Scenario and the content of the comics (in the Romanian language)
appropriate to the target audience (children from pre-school institutions,
primary school) – developed.
Adaptation of the comics to the Russian, Ukrainian, Gagauz, and Romani
languages – ensured.

Completed

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing
Ongoing

Not started

1

1

0

2

1

1

No.

Men

Women

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

Completed
Completed

International Advisory
No.

Type of services

Purpose

Key result(s)

Status
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1.

2.

International Electoral Specialist
for the 2021 Parliamentary
Elections

International expert on the
conceptualization of the Data
Warehouse for the CEC SAISE
system

Assist the UNDP Project and
the CEC Management with
specialized expertise in the
context of the forthcoming
Parliamentary Elections, as
well as for the establishment
and facilitation of the
consultative mechanism
(platform) on the electoral
matters

Assist the UNDP Project and
the CEC in the development of
the context for the data
warehouse and writing of the
technical specifications

















3.

International expert developing
the GAP analysis for the
reorganization of the CEC
Financial Economic Department

Support the CEC in the
development of the GAP
analysis for the reorganization
of the CEC Financial
Economic Department







Detailed Work Plan – developed and approved the UNDP Project;
Support in preparing the Project Steering Committee Meeting on presenting the
Project Strategy for the new phase (2020 – 2023) – provided;
Remote expert support for the organization of at least 8 meetings of the
Platform, including agenda, topics, and follow-up advice to the CEC on the
implementation of practical actions resulting from discussions – provided
Technical support to the UNDP Country Office, the CEC Management, and the
UNDP Project – provided in the context of the 2021 Parliamentary Elections
and beyond, throughout the duration of the assignment.
Final Activity Report (including details on all stages passed, conclusions, and
recommendations for subsequent activities) – submitted and approved by the
Project.

Completed
Completed

Detailed Work Plan – developed and approved the UNDP Project;
Set of consultation meetings with the representatives of the CEC and the UNDP
Project, relevant public institutions, and other stakeholders – conducted.
As-Is / To-Be Report on the CEC’s inventory of electoral data sets, key
performance indicators (KPI) and statistical reporting – developed and
submitted for approval by the CEC and UNDP Project
Presentation of the As-Is / To-Be Report on the CEC’s inventory of electoral
data sets, KPI and statistical reporting – delivered to the CEC Management
and key institutional stakeholders.
Technical Specifications for the development of the CEC electoral data
warehouse – developed and submitted for approval by the CEC and UNDP
Project.
Technical Specifications for the development of the SAISE business
intelligence solution that will use the CEC data warehouse – developed and
submitted for approval by the CEC and UNDP Project
Technical Specifications for infrastructure equipment required for the
implementation of the CEC data warehouse and business intelligence solution
– developed and submitted for approval by the CEC and UNDP Project.
Presentation of the conceptualized CEC data warehouse and business
intelligence solution – delivered to the CEC Management and key institutional
stakeholders
Final Activity Report (incl. information on lessons learned, conclusions and
further recommendations) submitted and approved by the UNDP Project.

Completed
Completed

Detailed Work Plan –developed jointly with the International Expert and
approved by the UNDP Project
Support in the contextual assessment of Moldovan political parties’ and
electoral campaign’s financial reporting framework - provided to the
International Expert and documented in a brief informative note.
Set of consultation meetings, assessments, and interviews with the
representatives of CEC and the UNDP Project, relevant public institutions, and
other stakeholders – facilitated and conducted jointly with the International
Expert
Support in the elaboration of the report on the GAP (As-Is / ToBe) Analysis of
the CEC’s Finance and Economics Department – provided to the International
Expert and documented in a brief informative note

Completed
Completed

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

Ongoing
Ongoing

Not started

Ongoing
Ongoing

Not started
Not started
Not started

Not started
Not started

Completed
Completed

Ongoing
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Presentation of the report on the GAP (As-Is / To-Be) Analysis of the CEC’s
Finance and Economics Department – facilitated and delivered jointly with the
International Expert to the CEC Management and key institutional
stakeholders.
Support in the elaboration of the Roadmap for the reorganization of the CEC’s
Finance and Economics Department and establishment of a new Department
responsible for the financial monitoring and control of political parties –
provided to the International Expert and documented in a brief informative note.
Presentation of the Roadmap, upscale strategy, and main recommendations –
facilitated and delivered jointly with the International Expert to the CEC
Management and key institutional stakeholders.
Final Activity Report (incl. information on lessons learned, conclusions and
further recommendations) – developed jointly with the International Expert and
approved by the UNDP Project.

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing
Not started

Sex-disaggregated total:

9

6

3

No.

Men

Women

5

5

0

Contracted Services
Type of services
1.

Info-Trust Consulting

Purpose
Execution of an Audit of the
SAISE system and realization
of a transformation Plan with
recommendations

Key result(s)




2.

RETROCONS SRL

Adjustments to the CEC
Institutional website




3.

BSD Management LLC

Load and stress testing of the
SAISE E-Day Application and
CEC official website for the
Parliamentary Elections








Status

Audited the internal processes, internal documents and system data sets.
Identified the utilized type of data sets and data architecture, security aspects
of the existing system, and compiled the future governance and operational
model.
Developed recommendations aiming to improve the SAISE platform (existing
modules, and functionalities, future integration of other data sets or modules)
and interconnections with other stakeholders that are administering data
infrastructure such as those managed by the: Public Service Agency, EGovernance Agency, Service for Technical Data and Communication.
Removal of errors at the CEC website (www.cec.md)
Enhancement of the search engine for the website by modifying procedures for
search of information to facilitate words search and search of the information in
the Registry of Decisions.

Completed

Completed

1

1

0

Load and Stress Test No. 1 and 3 performed.
Load and Stress Test No. 2 performed.
Brief Report of the tests’ results
One Summary Report on test results of Tests no.1, 2, and 3 developed and
submitted for approval to the CEC and Project.
Final activity Report – developed and approved by the CEC and UNDP Project.
Pack and transmit project outputs: environment, scripts, tools, electronic testing
results, etc.

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

3

3

0

Completed

Completed
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4.

AO CIVIS

Post Electoral Study for the
Parliamentary Elections 2021









5.

RETROCONS SRL

Adjustments to the CEC
Institutional website




Detailed inception report (including the proposed survey methodology, and
draft questionnaire for interviews in Romanian and Russian languages) submitted and approved by the UNDP Project and CEC.
Opinion Survey data – collected, processed, and submitted in a disaggregated
manner to the UNDP Project and CEC.
Draft Opinion Survey Report (in Romanian) - submitted to the UNDP Project
and CEC for review.
Presentation of the Opinion Survey results, main findings, and conclusions –
delivered for the CEC, CCET, UNDP Project, and key stakeholders.
Graphical representation of the Opinion Survey results in. EPS and. PNG
formats in Romanian and English languages (combined with short findings) –
prepared for social media distribution and submitted to the UNDP Project and
CEC.
Final Opinion Survey Report in Romanian and English languages – submitted
to the UNDP Project and CEC.

Completed

Removal of errors at the CEC website (www.cec.md)
Enhancement of the search engine for the website by modifying procedures for
search of information to facilitate words search and search of the information in
the Registry of Decisions.

Completed

28

13

15

1

1

0

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

Completed
Completed
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ANNEX 2 – LIST OF POST ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Posts on the UNDP Facebook page during
1 January – 31 December 2021

Nr.

Description

Link

Date

1.

Interview post: Braille used in Moldova to offer
equal access to electoral information
Article post: What would make the future voters get
out the vote? Or how they would understand why
their vote also matters

Link

Video post: We promote safely the civic education
Announcement post: The information session for
registration for the Small Grants Programme Democracy 2021.
Press release post: On the Global Election Day, the
second mobile campaign "Arci's Journey to
Elections" was launched
Live: Gender Analysis – 2020 Presidential Elections
Press release post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections
Photo post: Gender Analysis – 2020 Presidential
Elections
Photo post: The mobile campaign "Arci's Journey to
Elections"
Video post: The mobile campaign "Arci's Journey to
Elections"
Article post: School of participatory democracy
Photo post: The mobile campaign "Arci's Journey to
Elections"
Infographic post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections
Photo post: The mobile campaign "Arci's Journey to
Elections"
Infographic post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections
Infographic post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections
Gender message post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections / Loretta Handrabura
Gender message post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections / Angela Stafii
Gender message post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections / Maia Sandu
Infographic post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections
Gender message post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections / Zinaida Greceanii
Video graphic post: The online financial reports of
political parties
Gender message post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections / Domnica Manole

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Impact

04.01.2021

Interactions
(Like / share /
comment)
445

Link

05.01.2021

74

2118

Link
Link

24.01.2021
02.02.2021

442
127

27256
3221

Link

04.02.2021

144

3050

Link
Link

10.02.2021
10.02.2021

68
71

2912
2313

Link

11.02.2021

141

2301

Link

16.02.2021

107

3014

Link

23.02.2021

49

2003

Link
Link

24.02.2021
26.02.2021

341
15

4219
1161

Link

01.03.2021

32

1380

Link

01.03.2021

254

4523

Link

03.03.2021

9

795

Link

04.03.2021

6

872

Link

05.03.2021

333

3309

Link

07.03.2021

416

5296

Link

08.03.2021

343

5373

Link

09.03.2021

9

1059

Link

09.03.2021

17

1245

Link

09.03.2021

4

841

Link

10.03.2021

123

2831

7091

61

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

42.
43.
44.
45.

46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

Infographic post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections
Gender message post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections / Liliana Palihovici
Gender message post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections / Ludmila Andronic
Infographic post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections
Infographic post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections
Publication post: Opinion survey - 2020 Presidential
Elections
Photo post: The mobile campaign "Arci's Journey to
Elections"
Photo post: The mobile campaign "Arci's Journey to
Elections"
Photo post: Braille version of the electoral comics
"Arci's Journey to Elections"
Infographic post: Opinion survey - 2020
Presidential Elections
Video post: The mobile campaign "Arci's Journey to
Elections"
Infographic post: Opinion survey - 2020
Presidential Elections
Audio/video story post: The hedgehog Arci /
Episode 1
Audio/video story post: The hedgehog Arci /
Episode 2
Infographic post: Opinion survey - 2020
Presidential Elections
Audio/video story post: The hedgehog Arci /
Episode 3
Infographic post: Opinion survey - 2020
Presidential Elections
Video / Article post: The International Roma Day:
The story of Angela Radita, the local councillor from
Gribova
Infographic post: Opinion survey - 2020
Presidential Elections
Audio/video story post: The hedgehog Arci /
Episode 4
Photo post: The launch of the “Motivatie”
Association project grant in Soldanesti and Leova
Announcement post: The essay contest for children
and young people: Why would I run for the
Parliament?
Photo post: The winner of the electoral vlogging
contest: Victor Ursu from Glodeni
Photo post: “Da-i la vot” Lautarul Concert /
Telenesti
Photo post: “Da-i la vot” Lautarul Concert / Falesti
Photo post: “Da-i la vot” Lautarul Concert /
Soldanesti
Video post: “Da-i la vot” Lautarul Concert / Drochia
Photo post: “Da-i la vot” Lautarul Concert / Leova
Photo post: “Da-i la vot” Lautarul Concert / Riscani
Video post: “Da-i la vot” Lautarul Concert / Soroca
Video graphic post: Anti-COVID-19 measures
during 2021 Early Parliamentary Elections

Link

11.03.2021

8

872

Link

12.03.2021

106

2556

Link

13.03.2021

31

1337

Link

15.03.2021

6

786

Link

16.03.2021

8

903

Link

17.03.2021

20

1079

Link

20.03.2021

25

1634

Link

22.03.2021

21

1782

Link

24.03.2021

48

1943

Link

29.03.2021

1

738

Link

30.03.2021

14

1018

Link

01.04.2021

20

1140

Link

01.04.2021

35

963

Link

03.04.2021

32

14185

Link

05.04.2021

25

1063

Link

07.04.2021

14

12938

Link

08.04.2021

19

1028

Link

08.04.2021

17

1601

Link

09.04.2021

19

1209

Link

12.04.2021

13

1169

Link

24.05.2021

512

6852

Link

01.06.2021

251

6239

Link

01.06.2021

525

4487

Link

02.06.2021

95

2634

Link
Link

06.06.2021
13.06.2021

79
101

2504
3391

Link
Link
Link
Link
Link

14.06.2021
18.06.2021
21.06.2021
22.06.2021
26.06.2021

10
154
174
112
5

939
4315
5641
3854
529

62

55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.

Photo post: The US Independence Day
Photo post: The electoral couching for journalists /
CU SENS event
Gif post: Anti-COVID-19 measures during 2021
Early Parliamentary Elections
Video testimonial post: User safari exercise from
Leova / Motivatie event
Video post: Explainer about diaspora.cec.md
Publication post: Echo chambers — what are these
and how they affect elections in Moldova
Video testimonial post: User safari exercise from
Leova / Motivatie event
Article post: Echo chambers — what are these and
how they affect elections in Moldova
Video testimonial post: User safari exercise from
Leova / Motivatie event
Video motivational post: Anti-COVID-19 measures
during 2021 Early Parliamentary Elections
Video testimonial post: User safari exercise from
Leova / Motivatie event
Infographic post: The turnout on 11 July 2021
News post diez: Women in the new elected
Parliament
Video testimonial post: Essay contest / Madalina
Turcanu
Video testimonial post: Essay contest / Paula Frimu
Online survey on echo-chambering phenomenon in
elections
Video testimonial post: Essay contest / Vadim
Sincu
Video testimonial post: Essay contest / Daniela
Simion
Video testimonial post: Essay contest / Oleg
Chiseliov
Video post: Victor Ursu, the vlogging contest winner
Article post: “Today’s young people, tomorrow’s
members of the Parliament and opinion leaders”
Video testimonial post: Essay contest / Daniela
Plamadeala
Share event post: International Day of Democracy:
“Democracy in elections after 30 years”
Teaser post: Launching gender profile: Early
Parliamentary Elections 2021
Live event: “Democracy in elections after 30 years”
Press release share post: Launching gender profile:
Early Parliamentary Elections 2021
Video post: Dima Al-Khatib message on
Democracy Day
Photo gallery post: “Democracy in elections after 30
years”
Online survey on echo-chambering phenomenon in
elections
Photo gallery post: Teachers Training organised by
CCET
Live: The national intellectual game “What?
Where? When?”
Photo gallery post: The national intellectual game
“What? Where? When?”

Link
Link

04.07.2021
05.07.2021

50
461

2831
7446

Link

06.07.2021

21

1388

Link

08.07.2021

1042

21684

Link
Link

08.07.2021
09.07.2021

35
33

1588
1650

Link

09.07.2021

580

51765

Link

09.07.2021

54

1582

Link

09.07.2021

365

13395

Link

09.07.2021

48

2460

Link

10.07.2021

1377

29726

Link
Link

12.07.2021
13.07.2021

183
547

4469
5757

Link

04.08.2021

9

1648

Link
Link

05.08.2021
06.08.2021

8
6

900
1202

Link

06.08.2021

8

948

Link

09.08.2021

7

653

Link

11.08.2021

4

2563

Link
Link

12.08.2021
12.08.2021

4
8

1709
2011

Link

12.08.2021

5

2158

Link

13.09.2021

9

974

Link

14.09.2021

9

969

Link
Link

15.09.2021
15.09.2021

13
19

1088
1806

Link

15.09.2021

31

4478

Link

16.09.2021

67

3482

Link

17.09.2021

112

5800

Link

29.10.2021

25

1990

Link

30.10.2021

17

1136

Link

01.11.2021

47

2908

63

87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.

Photo gallery post: The 3rd “Arci’s Journey to
Elections” mobile campaign
Photo gallery post: The 3rd “Arci’s Journey to
Elections” mobile campaign
Photo gallery post: The 3rd “Arci’s Journey to
Elections” mobile campaign
Testimonial post Dima Al-Khatib “10 years of CCET
activity”
Photo gallery post: International Day of Persons
with Disabilities / Article “Motivatie” campaign
UNDP Global study on the political participation of
people with disabilities
Photo gallery post: The 3rd “Arci’s Journey to
Elections” mobile campaign
Video post: The 3rd “Arci’s Journey to Elections”
mobile campaign
Total

Link

10.11.2021

14

1818

Link

19.11.2021

65

5366

Link

25.11.2021

330

17098

Link

03.12.2021

18

1794

Link

03.12.2021

181

12080

Link

03.12.2021

10

1526

Link

06.12.2021

262

20112

Link

15.12.2021

108

24746

12 262

419 065

Impact

Posts on the CEC Facebook page during
1 January – 31 December 2021

Nr.

Description

Link

Date

1.
2.

Live: Gender Analysis – 2020 Presidential Elections
Press release post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections
Infographic post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections
Gender message post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections / Loretta Handrabura
Infographic post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections
Gender message post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections / Maia Sandu
Gender message post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections / Zinaida Greceanii
Infographic post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections
Video graphic post: The online financial reports of
political parties
Gender message post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections / Domnica Manole
Infographic post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections
Gender message post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections / Liliana Palihovici
Gender message post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections / Ludmila Andronic
Infographic post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections
Infographic post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections
Gender message post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections / Angela Stafii

Link
Link

10.02.2021
10.02.2021

Interactions
(Like / share /
comment)
41
79

Link

05.03.2021

42

1173

Link

05.03.2021

38

967

Link

07.03.2021

26

971

Link

08.03.2021

62

950

Link

09.03.2021

2327

34689

Link

09.03.2021

20

828

Link

09.03.2021

49

9672

Link

10.03.2021

116

2093

Link

11.03.2021

17

627

Link

11.03.2021

32

996

Link

12.03.2021

10

751

Link

12.03.2021

12

692

Link

13.03.2021

30

1026

Link

13.03.2021

8

636

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

2580
1520

64

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Infographic post: Gender Analysis – 2020
Presidential Elections
Publication post: Opinion survey - 2020 Presidential
Elections
Infographic post: Opinion survey - 2020
Presidential Elections
Infographic post: Opinion survey - 2020
Presidential Elections
Infographic post: Opinion survey - 2020
Presidential Elections
Infographic post: Opinion survey - 2020
Presidential Elections
Infographic post: Opinion survey - 2020
Presidential Elections
Infographic post: Opinion survey - 2020
Presidential Elections
Infographic post: Opinion survey - 2020
Presidential Elections
Video graphic post: Anti-COVID-19 measures
during 2021 Early Parliamentary Elections
Video graphic post: The life of the ballot paper
Poster/image post: Anti-COVID-19 measures
during 2021 Early Parliamentary Elections
Photo post: The electoral couching for journalists /
CU SENS event
Gif post: Anti-COVID-19 measures during 2021
Early Parliamentary Elections
Gif post: Anti-COVID-19 measures during 2021
Early Parliamentary Elections
Gif post: Anti-COVID-19 measures during 2021
Early Parliamentary Elections
Gif post: Anti-COVID-19 measures during 2021
Early Parliamentary Elections
Share event post: International Day of Democracy:
“Democracy in elections after 30 years”
Live event: “Democracy in elections after 30 years”
Press release share post: Launching gender profile:
Early Parliamentary Elections 2021
Video post: Dima Al-Khatib (UNDP) message on
Democracy Day
Video post: Scott Hocklander (USAID) message on
Democracy Day
Total

Link

14.03.2021

8

575

Link

17.03.2021

42

958

Link

24.03.2021

332

7758

Link

29.03.2021

446

9542

Link

31.03.2021

191

8078

Link

05.04.2021

111

6847

Link

06.04.2021

38

7653

Link

08.04.2021

81

5945

Link

10.04.2021

20

3762

Link

25.06.2021

192

14906

Link
Link

26.06.2021
02.07.2021

33
61

1314
2811

Link

03.07.2021

27

2535

Link

05.07.2021

50

1424

Link

07.07.2021

15

795

Link

08.07.2021

42

1673

Link

09.07.2021

12

1664

Link

13.09.2021

24

835

Link
Link

15.09.2021
15.09.2021

18
35

866
1155

Link

15.09.2021

8

420

Link

15.09.2021

18

756

4 713

142 443

Impact

1721

Posts on the CCET Facebook page during
1 January – 31 December 2021

Nr.

1.
2.

Description

International Braille Day post: Activities with the
UNDP support
Video post: The electoral vlogging contest (2nd
edition)

Link

Date

Link

04.01.2021

Interactions
(Like / share /
comment)
57

Link

04.01.2021

127

909

65

3.

Article post: What would make the future voters get
out the vote? Or how they would understand why
their vote also matters

Link

05.01.2021

59

526

4.

Video post: The electoral vlogging contest (2nd
edition)
Video post: The electoral vlogging contest (2nd
edition)
Photo post: The electoral vlogging contest (2nd
edition)
Video post: We promote safely the civic education
Press release post: On the Global Election Day, the
second mobile campaign "Arci's Journey to
Elections" was launched
Announcement post: The 3rd edition of electoral
vlogging contest
Photo post: The electoral vlogging contest (2nd
edition)
Photo post: The electoral vlogging contest (2nd
edition)
Photo post: The mobile campaign "Arci's Journey to
Elections"
Announcement post: The 3rd edition of electoral
vlogging contest
Video post: The mobile campaign "Arci's Journey to
Elections"
Photo post: The mobile campaign "Arci's Journey to
Elections"
Photo post: The mobile campaign "Arci's Journey to
Elections"
Photo post: The mobile campaign "Arci's Journey to
Elections"
Photo post: The mobile campaign "Arci's Journey to
Elections"
Photo post: Braille version of the electoral comics
"Arci's Journey to Elections"
Infographic post: Opinion survey - 2020
Presidential Elections
Video post: The mobile campaign "Arci's Journey to
Elections"
Audio/video story post: The hedgehog Arci /
Episode 1
Audio/video story post: The hedgehog Arci /
Episode 2
Infographic post: Opinion survey - 2020
Presidential Elections
Audio/video story post: The hedgehog Arci /
Episode 3
Infographic post: Opinion survey - 2020
Presidential Elections
Infographic post: Opinion survey - 2020
Presidential Elections
Audio/video story post: The hedgehog Arci /
Episode 4
Video post: The electoral vlogging contest (3rd
edition)
Infographic post: The electoral vlogging contest (3rd
edition)
Live post: The electoral vlogging contest (3rd
edition) / Awards ceremony

Link

05.01.2021

222

998

Link

06.01.2021

149

1202

Link

19.01.2021

322

2279

Link
Link

24.01.2021
04.02.2021

56
144

660
3050

Link

04.02.2021

139

1875

Link

12.02.2021

283

1648

Link

15.02.2021

209

1606

Link

15.02.2021

87

990

Link

22.02.2021

2557

32803

Link

23.02.2021

68

15601

Link

02.03.2021

894

11403

Link

10.03.2021

41

548

Link

20.03.2021

724

7846

Link

22.03.2021

405

4569

Link

24.03.2021

132

910

Link

24.03.2021

311

6256

Link

30.03.2021

51

9875

Link

01.04.2021

40

8726

Link

03.04.2021

22

7169

Link

06.04.2021

154

2835

Link

07.04.2021

27

8652

Link

08.04.2021

401

7544

Link

10.04.2021

177

5489

Link

12.04.2021

87

12615

Link

14.04.2021

102

1056

Link

20.04.2021

63

747

Link

05.05.2021

110

1041

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

66

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

41.
42.
43.

44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

Announcement post: The Small Grants Programme
for Librarians
Photo post: The electoral vlogging contest (3rd
edition)
Photo post: The electoral vlogging contest (3rd
edition)
Photo post: The electoral vlogging contest (3rd
edition)
Announcement post: Information session - the
Small Grants Programme for Librarians
Photo post: Information session - the Small Grants
Programme for Librarians
Photo post: The electoral vlogging contest (3rd
edition)
Photo post: The electoral vlogging contest (3rd
edition)
Announcement post: The essay contest for children
and young people: Why would I run for the
Parliament?
Photo post: The winner of the electoral vlogging
contest: Victor Ursu from Glodeni
Photo post: The essay contest for children and
young people: Why would I run for the Parliament?
Live post: The essay contest for children and young
people: Why would I run for the Parliament?
/Awards ceremony
Photo post: The essay contest for children and
young people: Why would I run for the Parliament?
Photo post: The essay contest for children and
young people: Why would I run for the Parliament?
Photo post: The essay contest for children and
young people: Why would I run for the Parliament?
Video testimonial post: Essay contest / Madalina
Turcanu
Video testimonial post: Essay contest / Paula Frimu
Video testimonial post: Essay contest / Vadim
Sincu
Video testimonial post: Essay contest / Daniela
Simion
Announcement post: “What? Where? When” Game
– the autumn regional intellectual games
Video testimonial post: Essay contest / Oleg
Chiseliov
Video post: Victor Ursu, the vlogging contest winner
Video testimonial post: Essay contest / Daniela
Plamadeala
Announcement post: Registration for the teachers
training
Share event post: International Day of Democracy:
“Democracy in elections after 30 years”
Video post: Doina Bordeianu (CCET) message on
Democracy Day
Live event: “Democracy in elections after 30 years”
Photo post: “I know what is democracy”, event
organised by Drochia library on Democracy Day
Announcement post: A new training course on
Student Council election
Photo post: A new elected Student Council in
„Prometeu-Prim” and „Da Vinci” Schools

Link

06.05.2021

128

1271

Link

07.05.2021

208

1343

Link

12.05.2021

207

1133

Link

13.05.2021

49

424

Link

17.05.2021

66

553

Link

18.05.2021

58

597

Link

25.05.2021

94

1124

Link

31.05.2021

404

2210

Link

01.06.2021

1326

15797

Link

01.06.2021

343

1930

Link

24.06.2021

54

925

Link

05.07.2021

63

857

Link

06.07.2021

351

2298

Link

08.07.2021

263

1917

Link

14.07.2021

33

624

Link

04.08.2021

233

9943

Link
Link

05.08.2021
06.08.2021

43
176

5427
10344

Link

09.08.2021

122

8067

Link

09.08.2021

110

4046

Link

11.08.2021

57

492

Link
Link

12.08.2021
12.08.2021

95
5

896
219

Link

07.09.2021

106

7076

Link

13.09.2021

27

493

Link

15.09.2021

183

1915

Link
Link

15.09.2021
15.09.2021

18
19

429
373

Link

21.09.2021

140

5642

Link

01.10.2021

16

553

67

62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

Photo post: “What? Where? When” Game – the
autumn regional intellectual games
Photo post: “What? Where? When” Game – the
autumn regional intellectual games
Photo post: Activities organised by Valea Mare
library, CCET grantee
Live: “What? Where? When” National Game
Photo post: “What? Where? When” National Game
Photo post: The mobile campaign "Arci's Journey to
Elections"
Photo post: The mobile campaign "Arci's Journey to
Elections"
Photo post: The mobile campaign "Arci's Journey to
Elections"
Video post: The mobile campaign "Arci's Journey to
Elections"
Total

Link

04.10.2021

124

2066

Link

13.10.2021

16

579

Link

26.10.2021

5

591

Link
Link
Link

30.10.2021
01.11.2021
10.11.2021

96
68
64

1006
1657
1516

Link

19.11.2021

38

1039

Link

26.11.2021

36

1071

Link

15.12.2021

32

328

13 696

261 920
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ANNEX 3 – PROJET VISIBILITY SOCIAL
During 1 January – 31 December 2021
Nr.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Title
Braille used in Moldova to offer equal access to
electoral information
What would make the future voters get out the
vote? Or how they would understand why their
vote also matters
What is democracy? Testimonials of students
from Sudarca, Donduseni
Comics character Arci starts a new journey to
explain to children what barrier-free elections are
Women in elections are more active as voters
and in electoral management bodies
School of participatory democracy
98% of voters are convinced that it is important
to participate in elections
"Arci's Journey to Elections", the second mobile
electoral education campaign for the children
and their parents
About 15,800 children received the electoral
comics "Arci promotes elections without barriers"

1 “Arci’s Journey to Elections” / Episode 1
1 “Arci’s Journey to Elections” / Episode 2
1 “Arci’s Journey to Elections” / Episode 3
1 “Arci’s Journey to Elections” / Episode 4
1
1
1

1

1

Echo chambers- what are these and how they
affect elections in Moldova
User safari exercise: The mayor of Leova is
testing how accessible the city is
User safari exercise: The mayor of Borogani
village, Leova district, feels uncertainty and fear
trying the wheelchair
User safari exercise: Deputy chief of the Leova
District Electoral Council about equal access to
polling stations
User safari exercise: The volunteer Lilia Puzderi
Cainareanu participates in the accessibility
process

1 Essay contest / Madalina Turcanu
2 Essay contest / Paula Frimu
2 Essay contest / Vadim Sincu
2 Essay contest / Daniela Simion
2 Essay contest / Oleg Chiseliov

Publication

Date

Romanian

English

Interview

04.01.2021

Link

Link

Article

05.01.2021

Link

Link

Video

24.01.2021

Link

Link

04.02.2021

Link

Link

10.02.2021

Link

Link

24.02.2021

Link

Link

17.03.2021

Link

Link

Video

23.02.2021

Link

-

Video

30.03.2021

Link

Link

01.04.2021

Link

-

03.04.2021

Link

-

07.04.2021

Link

-

12.04.2021

Link

-

Article

09.07.2021

Link

Link

Video

09.07.2021

Link

Link

Video

09.07.2021

Link

Link

Video

09.07.2021

Link

Link

Video

10.07.2021

Link

Link

04.08.2021

Link

Link

05.08.2021

Link

Link

06.08.2021

Link

Link

09.08.2021

Link

Link

11.08.2021

Link

Link

Press
release
Press
release
Article
Press
release

Audio/Vide
o
Audio/Vide
o
Audio/Vide
o
Audio/Vide
o

Audio /
Video
Audio /
Video
Audio /
Video
Audio /
Video
Audio /
Video
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2 Essay contest / Daniela Plamadeala
2 Victor Ursu, the vlogging contest winner
Today’s young people, tomorrow’s members of
2
the Parliament and opinion leaders
Record number of women elected as MPs and
2 included in the list of candidates for the 2021
Parliamentary Elections
Hedgehog Arci will tell the children from 120
2 schools about elections and the functioning of
Student Councils
Accessibility of information and public institutions
2 is still a major challenge for people with
disabilities from Moldova
The third bus-campaign "Arci's Journey to
3
Elections" reached over 16,000 children
73% of voters firmly believe that voters’
education is instrumental for more involvement of
3
citizens in the electoral processes, according to a
UNDP survey

Audio /
Video
Video

12.08.2021

Link

Link

12.08.2021

Link

Link

Article

12.08.2021

Link

Link

Press
release

15.09.2021

Link

Link

Press
release

10.11.2021

Link

Link

Article

03.12.2021

Link

Link

Video

15.12.2021

Link

Link

Press
release

12.01.2022

Link

Link

ANNEX 4 – GRAPHIC, PRINTED AND VIDEO MATERIALS PRODUCED
One (1/RO&ENG)
opinion survey 2021 Early
Parliamentary
Elections

70

Electoral comics
“The adventures of
Arci and Besva on
ALAOCS island” (5th
edition / 5
languages)

One (1/RO&ENG)
gender analysis –
2021 Early
Parliamentary
Elections

71

Six (60/RO&ENG)
audio/video quotes
from the winners of
the Essay Contest
“Why would I run
for the Parliament”
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One (1/RO&ENG)
policy paper - Echo
chambers — what
are these and how
they affect elections
in Moldova

Four (4/RO&ENG)
video testimonials –
user safari exercise:
equal access to
polling stations

73

2,500 printed A1
informative posters
on rules and safety
measures antiCOVID-19

2,500 printed A2
informative posters
“The Elephant is
wearing the mask
correctly”

74

150 printed A2
informative posters
“The Elephant votes
from abroad”

2,500 printed A2
informative posters
“Attention! The
camera is on”

75

2,500 printed A1
informative posters
“Parliamentary
Elections – 11 July
2021”

500 printed copies
of the Guideline
for observer

GUIDELI
FOR OBS
FORTHE EARLY PARL
of 1
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One (1/RO&RU)
video graphic
explainer

Electoral comics
“Arci – elections
without barriers”
(4th edition / 5
languages)

77

The Braille version
of electoral comics
“Arci’s Journey to
Elections”

Four (4/RO)
video/audio
podcast
“Arci’s Journey to
Elections”

78

One (1/RO&ENG)
opinion survey 2020 Presidential
Elections

Seven (7/ RO
&ENG) motivational
messages / quotes
– The Women
International Day

79

One (1/RO&ENG)
gender analysis –
2020 Presidential
Elections
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ANNEX 5 – LIST OF USEFUL LINKS
4 JANUARY - WORLD BRAILLE DAY




Diez.md - https://diez.md/2021/01/04/alfabetul-braille-utilizat-in-moldova-pentru-a-oferi-tuturor-acces-egal-lainformatii-electorale/
Ea.md
https://ea.md/alfabetul-braille-utilizat-in-moldova-pentru-a-oferi-tuturor-acces-egal-la-informatiielectorale/

GENDER ANALYSIS – 2020 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS









Stiri.md - https://stiri.md/article/politica/cec-analiza-de-gen-a-ultimului-scrutin-indica-tendinte-pozitive
Curentul.md
http://curentul.md/stiri/a-fost-lansata-analiza-perspectivei-egalitatii-de-gen-a-alegerilorprezidentiale-2020.html
Ziarul
National
https://www.ziarulnational.md/analiza-cec-si-pnud-femeile-cei-mai-activi-votanti-in-rmoldova-cate-au-iesit-la-vot-la-ultimele-alegeri-prezidentiale/
Moldpres - https://www.moldpres.md/news/2021/02/10/21001000
Diez.md - https://diez.md/2021/02/10/doc-alegerile-prezidentiale-din-2020-in-date-vezi-care-au-fost-cele-maiactive-sau-pasive-categorii-de-gen-varsta-sau-cum-s-a-votat-in-afara-tarii/
Tribuna - https://tribuna.md/2021/02/10/analiza-numarul-femeilor-implicate-in-alegerile-prezidentiale-din2020-a-crescut-fata-de-2016/
Realitatea - https://realitatealive.md/embed/120902.html

POST-ELECTORAL SURVEY - 2020 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS





Agora
https://agora.md/stiri/85452/98-dintre-alegatori-sunt-convinsi-ca-este-important-ca-fiecare-saparticipe-la-alegeri-sondaj
Radio Chisinau - https://radiochisinau.md/sondaj-de-opinie-98prc-din-alegatorii-din-r-moldova-sunt-convinsica-este-important-ca-fiecare-sa-participe-la-alegeri-infografic---129228.html
TV8 - https://tv8.md/2021/03/17/sondaj-98-dintre-alegatori-convinsi-ca-este-important-ca-fiecare-cetatean-saparticipe-la-vot/

2nd MOBILE BUS-CAMPAIGN “ARCI’S JOURNEY TO ELECTIONS” (February – April 2021)





Noi.md - https://noi.md/md/hnews/personajul-de-benzi-animate-arci-porneste-din-nou-la-drum
Moldpres - https://www.moldpres.md/news/2021/02/04/21000813
CICDE - https://cicde.md/index.php?pag=news&id=1063&rid=2520&l=ro

DIEZ.MD – SAFE VOTING & MOTIVATIONAL CAMPAIGN / 2021 PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS


o

1.
2.
3.

Why the Diez.md team votes?
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=267580611800926
10 short social media videos about anti-COVID-19 measures during E-day:
https://www.tiktok.com/@diez.md/video/6979592991660969222
https://www.facebook.com/157721191075052/videos/777092376290650
https://www.tiktok.com/@diez.md/video/6979883781951917318
https://www.facebook.com/157721191075052/videos/930923987473051
https://www.tiktok.com/@diez.md/video/6980234807808625925
https://www.facebook.com/157721191075052/videos/830174837935107
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4.

https://www.tiktok.com/@diez.md/video/6980671579663502597
https://www.facebook.com/157721191075052/videos/518458779429585
5. https://www.tiktok.com/@diez.md/video/6981035193926716678
https://www.facebook.com/157721191075052/videos/346498303753301
6. https://www.tiktok.com/@diez.md/video/6981351597766905094
https://www.facebook.com/157721191075052/videos/2873080486285584
7. https://www.tiktok.com/@diez.md/video/6981730114740522245
https://www.facebook.com/157721191075052/videos/958726821647579
8. https://www.tiktok.com/@diez.md/video/6982098331233160454?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1
https://www.facebook.com/157721191075052/videos/816119189108677
9. https://www.tiktok.com/@diez.md/video/6982472886426569989?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1
https://www.facebook.com/157721191075052/videos/968712463909965
10. https://www.tiktok.com/@diez.md/video/6982831182501235974?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1
https://www.facebook.com/watch?v=2815513308759465
 SAISE Modules Explainers:
o Episode 1: https://diez.md/2021/06/19/video-prezenta-la-vot-si-afisarea-rezultatelor-lucruri-pe-care-sa-le-stiidespre-pregatirile-pentru-alegeri-partea-i/
o Episode
2:
https://diez.md/2021/06/21/video-prezenta-la-vot-si-afisarea-rezultatelor-cum-functioneazaplatforma-in-ziua-alegerilor-partea-ii/
o Episode 3: https://diez.md/2021/06/25/video-listele-electorale-cum-se-intocmesc-acestea-si-de-ce-acoloajung-persoane-care-nu-mai-sunt-in-viata/
o Episode
4:
https://diez.md/2021/07/02/video-buletinele-de-vot-cum-se-intocmesc-si-de-ce-o-imprimantasimpla-nu-ne-poate-salva-in-ziua-alegerilor/
o Episode 5: https://diez.md/2021/07/05/video-avem-o-responsabilitate-cum-functioneaza-birourile-electoraledin-cadrul-sectiilor-de-votare/
 5 written articles "Everything you have to know about elections"
o https://diez.md/2021/06/08/cum-poti-vota-in-ziua-alegerilor-daca-nu-te-afli-la-domiciliul-sau-resedinta-oficiala- dinacte/
o https://diez.md/2021/06/24/ia-ti-pixul-de-acasa-si-poarta-masca-corect-ce-reguli-antipandemice-va-trebui-sarespectam-cand-mergem-sa-votam/
o https://diez.md/2021/06/28/cum-voteaza-diaspora-lista-adreselor-unde-au-fost-deschise-cele-150-de-sectii- devotare-in-strainatate/
o https://diez.md/2021/07/06/tot-ce-trebuie-sa-stii-despre-alegerile-anticipate-lista-partidelor-harta-sectiilor-devotare-sau-cati-alegatori-sunt-inscrisi/
o https://diez.md/2021/07/09/cum-se-repartizeaza-mandatele-in-parlament-care-este-pragul-electoral-si-cand- sevor-valida-alegerile/
GENDER ANALYSIS – 2021 EARLY PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS

o
o

Realitatea: https://realitatea.md/premiera-pentru-republica-moldova-40-de-femei-au-fost-alese-ca-deputatedupa-alegerile-parlamentare-analiza/
Privesc.eu: https://www.privesc.eu/arhiva/96235/Evenimentul-organizat-de-CEC--CICDE--PNUD-Moldova-- cusuportul-USAID-Moldova--cu-tema--Democratia-alegerilor-in-Moldova-dupa-30-de-ani-

MOTIVATIE Association / Small Grants Programme – Democracy 2021

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

People with disabilities from Soldanesti and Leova learn to exercise their right to vote
“Motivatie” will train people with disabilities from Soldanesti and Leova in the electoral field
The “Motivatie” team tested the accessibility of the polling stations in Soldanesti
People with disabilities in Leova have learned to exercise their right
LPA’s representatives from Soldanesti and Leova tested the way to a polling station, using assistive equipment
for people with disabilities
Elena Cernei, local councillor in Gauzeni village: "Disability cannot be an impediment for a woman who wants
to reach a leadership position"
Adela Postolachi, local councillor in Terebna village: "My dream for my locality is accessibility and institutional
infrastructure"
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o
o
o
o
o
o

MOTIVATION experts continue to inform and train people with different disabilities and volunteers from Leova
and Soldanesti
People with disabilities from Leova and Soldanesti are informed and motivated to participate in the democratic
process
Elena Crismari, local councillor in Dolna village: "I am the only woman among the nine men, members of the
local council"
"MOTIVATION" Association strengthens partnerships with local public administrations in Soldanesti and Leova
Lilia Puzderi, local councillor in Borogani, Leova: "I did not want to overthrow the mountains, but to prove to
society that a woman with a disability also matters and can bring change"
Find out what were the difficulties of people with disabilities in Soldanesti and Leova on the elections of 11 July
2021

Media Project CU SENS / Small Grants Programme – Democracy 2021
o
o
o
o
o

Are you going to the polls on July 11? Be informed!
Do you vote out of the country? Don’t hesitate to preliminary register
The cemetery electorate
#Anticipate2021 / Campaign donors
How will we vote in the future?

“Lautar” Association / Small Grants Programme – Democracy 2021
o
o
o
o
o
o

Observatorul de Nord: https://observatorul.md/important/2021/06/08/92244_pasha-parfeni-s%CC%A6icomedy-zebra-show-vin-la-soroca-si-te-indeamna-da-i-la-vot-video
Observatorul de Nord: https://observatorul.md/important/2021/06/14/92464_pasha-parfeni-s%cc%a6i-corulbelcanto-din-soroca-au-cantat-in-memoria-lui-iurie-sadovnic-video
Fest.md: https://www.fest.md/ro/evenimente/diverse/pasha-parfeni-si-comedy-zebra-show-vin-la-leova-si-teindeamna-da-i-la-vot
Ea.md:
https://ea.md/zebra-show-banca-de-bancuri-si-zero-doi-va-indeamna-sa-mergeti-pe-11-iulie-la-votvideo/
Unica.md:
https://unica.md/monden/video-zebra-show-banca-de-bancuri-si-zero-doi-va-indeamna-samergeti-la-vot-pe-11-iulie/
Radio Free Europe / Radio Liberty: https://moldova.europalibera.org/a/victor-pruteanu-zile-febrile-dedrumuri-prin-%C8%9Bar%C4%83-s%C4%83-i-%C3%AEnv%C4%83%C8%9B%C4%83m-pe-oamenis%C4%83-voteze/31316800.html

3RD MOBILE BUS-CAMPAIGN “ARCI’S JOURNEY TO ELECTIONS” (November - December 2021)
o
o

CICDE: https://cicde.md/index.php?pag=news&id=1063&rid=2702&l=ro
TVR: https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?ref=watch_permalink&v=3088604141422473

POST-ELECTORAL SURVEY - 2021 EARLY PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS
o
o
o
o

Jurnalist.md:
https://jurnalist.md/2022/01/12/sondaj-post-electoral-pnud-73-dintre-alegatorii-din-moldovacred-ca-educatia-electorala-creste-activismul-cetatenilor-in-procesele-electorale/
Radio Chișinău: https://radiochisinau.md/73prc-din-alegatori-sunt-convinsi-ca-educatia-electorala-contribuiela-implicarea-mai-mare-a-cetatenilor-in-procesele-electorale-potrivit-unui-sondaj-pnud---150821.html
Știri.md:
https://stiri.md/article/social/scrutinul-din-vara-lui-2021-prin-ochii-alegatorilor-care-sunt-nemultumirile
CEC: https://a.cec.md/ro/73-din-alegatori-sunt-convinsi-ca-educatia-electorala-contribuie-2781_101063.html
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